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AROUND THE REGION

Connecticut native
Bagwell earns Hall

S

lugging Houston Astros first
baseman Jeff Bagwell, who
grew up in Connecticut, was
one of three players elected
to the National Baseball Hall
of Fame last month in voting by the Baseball Writers’ Association of America.
Bagwell was elected with speedy outfielder Tim Raines and longtime catcher
Ivan Rodriguez, who will join longtime
Atlanta Braves general manager John
Schuerholz and former MLB commissioner Allan H. “Bud” Selig, who had been
elected previously.
“I don’t even know
how I’m supposed to
react,” Bagwell told
mlb.com. “It’s been a
whirlwind. It’s been fun
and exciting. My family is very, very excited
for this thing. … I could  Bagwell
not be more excited.”
The five men will be enshrined July 30
in Cooperstown, N.Y.
Born in Boston, Bagwell grew up in
Killingworth, Conn., and starred at Xavier
High School in Middletown and then the
University of Hartford. Bagwell was drafted by the Boston Red Sox in the fourth
round of the 1989 MLB draft, then sent to
the Astros on Aug. 30, 1990, in exchange
for 37-year-old reliever Larry Andersen
in an infamous trade-deadline deal.
Bagwell was the NL Rookie of the Year
in 1991 and the unanimous NL MVP in the
strike-shortened 1994 season, when he hit
.368 with 39 home runs and a league-leading 116 RBI in just 110 games. For his career,
he batted .297 with 2,314 hits, 449 home
runs, 1,529 RBI, 1,517 runs scored and a .408
on-base percentage in 15 seasons in Houston (1991-2005). He was a four-time NL AllStar and won one Gold Glove Award and
three NL Silver Slugger Awards.
In his seventh year on the ballot, he
received 86.2 percent of the votes (75 percent is needed). He will be the 50th player
in history to be inducted having played
with only one team, joining longtime
teammate Craig Biggio, who was voted
in as part of the Class of 2015.

Seven to join WMass Hall
Former major-leaguers Tom Grieve
(Pittsfield, Mass.) and Billy Jo Robidoux
(Ware, Mass.) headlined a class of seven
players who were slated to be inducted
into the Western Mass. Baseball Hall of
Fame on Jan. 26
Grieve (see BaseballTown, Page 24)
played nine seasons in the majors, mostly
with the Texas Rangers, where he also

spent a decade as GM. Robidoux saw
time with the Milwaukee Brewers, Chicago White Sox and Boston Red Sox.
Also being inducted are Ed Hurley
(Holyoke, Mass.), who umpired in the
American League from 1947 to 1965; Dick
Bergquist (Orange, Mass.), who spent
two decades as coach at UMass, including the College World Series team in
1969; Tom Suchanek (Greenfield, Mass.),
the longtime coach at Greenfield High
School; Dan Welch (Westfield, Mass.),
a prominent community volunteer and
umpire; and former Westfield State coach
Charles “Bud” Hagan (Westfield, Mass.).
The Springfield Tech teams that won
schoolboy championships in 1968, ’69
and ’70 will also be honored.

Mike
Trout

2016 MVP

Boles returning to PawSox
Kevin Boles will return for his fourth
year as manager of the Triple-A Pawtucket Red Sox in 2017, the Boston Red Sox announced last month.
Bruce Crabbe will remain on his staff
as an additional coach for the fourth consecutive season. In his 18th year with the
Red Sox, Bob Kipper will spend his third
season as PawSox pitching coach. Rich
Gedman (Worcester, Mass.) will continue as the club’s hitting coach. …
The Red Sox announced last month
that Carlos Febles will return for his second season as manager of the Double-A
Portland Sea Dogs. Febles enters his seventh season as a minor-league manager
and his 11th year in the Red Sox system.
In 2016, the Sea Dogs went 55-84 in Febles’ first year in Portland.

Yard Goats tab Weinstein
The Double-A Hartford Yard Goats will
begin their second season with a new manager. Jerry Weinstein had been a coach
with the parent Colorado Rockies and has
more than 40 years of experience coaching
in pro and college baseball. Weinstein also is
the manager for the Israel team in upcoming
World Baseball Classic in March. …
Great Bay Community College in
Portsmouth, N.H., named Enrique “Kike”
Calero as the school’s first baseball coach
last month. The Herons, who began offering varsity athletics during the 2015-16
school year, will begin play in the Yankee
Small College Conference in the fall of
2017. Calero has spent time as a coach in
recent years with the USA Mavericks program, Seacoast United Baseball Club and
Spaulding (N.H.) High School.
If you have an item for Around the Region,
email it to editor@baseballjournal.com

#DroppinHick

Official Licensee of Major League Baseball
Players Association. Visit MLBPlayers.com

Ǥ Ǥ Ȉȋ͚͚͜Ȍ
mail@oldhickorybats.com
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KILLER B
Jeff Bagwell takes his memorable stance during
Game 1 of the 2005 World Series against the
Chicago White Sox at U.S. Cellular Field.
Rich Pilling/MLB Photos via Getty Images

Jeff Bagwell: Hall of Famer
YEAR

TEAM

G

PA

AB

R

H

2B

3B

HR

RBI

SB

BB

SO

BA

OBP

SLG

OPS

1991
1992

HOU

156

650

554

79

163

26

4

15

HOU

162

697

586

87

160

34

6

18

82

7

75

116

.294

.387

.437

.824

96

10

84

97

.273

.368

.444

.812

1993

HOU

142

609

535

76

171

37

4

20

88

13

62

73

.320

.388

.516

.903

1994

HOU

110

479

400

104

147

32

2

39

116

15

65

65

.368

.451

.750

1.201

1995

HOU

114

539

448

88

130

29

0

21

87

12

79

102

.290

.399

.496

.894

1996

HOU

162

719

568

111

179

48

2

31

120

21

135

114

.315

.451

.570

1.021

1997

HOU

162

717

566

109

162

40

2

43

135

31

127

122

.286

.425

.592

1.017

1998

HOU

147

661

540

124

164

33

1

34

111

19

109

90

.304

.424

.557

.981

1999

HOU

162

2000

HOU

159

729

562

143

171

35

0

42

126

30

149

127

.304

.454

.591

1.045

719

590

152

183

37

1

47

132

9

107

116

.310

.424

.615

1.039

2001

HOU

161

717

600

126

173

43

4

39

130

11

106

135

.288

.397

.568

.966

2002

HOU

158

691

571

94

166

33

2

31

98

7

101

130

.291

.401

.518

.919

2003

HOU

160

702

605

109

168

28

2

39

100

11

88

119

.278

.373

.524

.897

2004

HOU

156

679

572

104

152

29

2

27

89

6

96

131

.266

.377

.465

.842

2005

HOU

39

123

100

11

25

4

0

3

19

0

18

21

.250

.358

.380

.738

2,150

9,431

7,797

1,517

2,314

488

32

449

1,529

202

1,401

1,558

.297

.408

.540

.948

TOTALS

Led league in BOLD; tied for league lead in BOLD ITALICS

January 2017
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Born: May 27, 1968, in Boston, Mass. | Hometown: Killingworth, Conn. | High school: Xavier High School (Middletown, Conn.)
College: University of Hartford | Drafted: Fourth round in 1989 by Red Sox | Traded: From Red Sox to Houston Astros, Aug. 30, 1990
MLB debut: April 8, 1991 | Throws: Right | Bats: Right | Height: 6-foot-0 | Weight: 195 pounds

RED SOX BEAT

RETURN
ofPANDA?
Everyone — from Dombrowski to Farrell to the player himself —
believes that Pablo Sandoval is prepared for a resurgent
season — not unlike Hanley Ramirez a year ago
By Ian Browne
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RED SOX BEAT
‘My career had fallen into an abyss because I was so complacent
with things that I had already accomplished. I did not work hard
in order to achieve more and to remain at the level of the player
that I am and that I can be.’ — Red Sox third baseman Pablo Sandoval, in his first interview of the offseason

8

Leon Halip/Getty Images

I

IF YOU FOLLOW the Red Sox with
any sort of regularity, you’ve probably
done your fair share of venting about
Pablo Sandoval.
The likelihood is that the venting
has sounded something like this: “How
could he sign for all that money and not
live up to it? How could he sign for that
money and not be in better shape? They
should just get rid of him.”
Of course, these likely were the exact same things you were saying about
Hanley Ramirez a year ago. In the case
of Ramirez, president of baseball operations Dave Dombrowski ignored the
outside noise and kept the slugger. The
reward was a marvelous 2016 in which
Ramirez had 30 homers and 111 RBI
while also emerging into a positive presence in the dugout and clubhouse.
This isn’t to say Sandoval will have
that same kind of year in 2017. Instead,
it is a reminder not to give up on someone who underperformed in his first year
with the Red Sox and was injured in his
second year.
By all accounts, Sandoval is fiercely
motivated to get back on track and give
the Red Sox at least some of what they
paid for when they signed him to that
five-year, $95-million contract.
Throughout the winter, there were
social-media posts that demonstrated
Sandoval’s newfound commitment. His
body looked strikingly more toned. Sandoval practically lived at the Red Sox’s
spring training facility in December and
January. He even took up boxing.
The story will take months to evolve,
but Sandoval is at least creating the
chance he could be one of the great resurgence stories of 2017. The Red Sox had
two of them last year: not just Ramirez but
also American League Cy Young Award
winner Rick Porcello. That should keep
Sandoval upbeat about his chances.
“Totally,” Red Sox manager John Farrell said. “And now that he’s put the shoulder issue behind him, he’s again done a
great job of getting in better condition.
And I would think he sees those living examples in the same room with him; that
these things are possible, and the opportunity is going to be there to do that.”
When Sandoval did his first interview
of the offseason, it was refreshing how
candid he sounded.
“My career had fallen into an abyss because I was so complacent with things that
I had already accomplished,” Sandoval told
ESPN.com. “I did not work hard in order to
achieve more and to remain at the level of

the player that I am and that I can be.”
Contrast that to spring training of
2016, when Sandoval was in such denial
that he told reporters he didn’t weigh
himself the entire winter. A few weeks
later, he had lost his job to Travis Shaw.
And not long after that, he had lost his
season when his left shoulder flared up.
“Things definitely happen for a reason,” Sandoval said. “(The surgery and
rehab process) have helped revitalize
that fire in me to win again.”
And let’s not forget that Sandoval has
a history of winning. He was a central
figure for the Giants in three World Series championship conquests. The Red
Sox plan on playing their share of big
games this October, and Sandoval’s ability to shine on that stage could wind up
an important factor.
In a perfect world, the Sox would have
created a full-fledged competition for
the 30-year-old Sandoval to win his job
back in spring training. But one third
baseman (Shaw) was needed as compensation to acquire reliever Tyler Thornburg. Yet another one (top prospect
Yoan Moncada) was the centerpiece of
the blockbuster that brought ace Chris
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 The Sox are prepared to give Pablo Sandoval
every chance to keep the starting third base job.

Sale to Boston. That left Sandoval and
Brock Holt as the only realistic candidates at third. Everyone knows that the
Sox prefer Holt in the super-utility role.
Translation: Third base is Sandoval’s
job to lose. He will get every chance to
succeed. What are the Red Sox looking
for from Sandoval?
Definitely quite a bit more than in
2015, when he hit .245 with a .658 OPS
and played shoddy defense. It’s unlikely
Sandoval can recapture his 2011 form,
when he hit .315 with 23 homers and a
.915 OPS. Considering how many other
weapons Farrell has in the lineup, the
Red Sox would settle for Sandoval’s
numbers in 2013-14, when he hit just below .280 while averaging 15 home runs.
It isn’t as if the Red Sox need Sandoval to bat third or fourth. Flanked by
players such as Dustin Pedroia, Xander
Bogaerts, Mookie Betts and Ramirez,
Sandoval simply needs to chip in. It’s
likely he winds up in the sixth of seventh
spot in the batting order.
“I think the main thing that Pablo has

done is put himself back in tremendous
physical condition,” Farrell said. “We’re
not asking for Pablo to be anything
more than he was prior to signing him,
and that is a very good, everyday majorleague player. He’s got to go back out
and earn it. But I think the challenges
that Pablo has gone through, he is extremely motivated to get back to the level that he was at previously.”
It will be interesting to see how much
better Sandoval can be on defense in his
slimmed-down state. He’s always been
pretty good instinctually at the hot corner, but his lack of mobility has hindered
him in recent years.
“His conditioning is very good. He continues to work hard and has lost significant weight since he was with us in the beginning of the 2016 season,” Dombrowski
said. “He’s in the condition that we would
like him to be in. He’s also, as far as being
in a position as far as his shoulder, he’s
fine, he’s ready to play.”
Ian Browne is the Red Sox beat reporter for MLB.com.
@IanMBrowne
feedback@baseballjournal.com

Free digital subscription at baseballjournal.com/free
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NEW ENGLAND
TIES TO ISRAEL
Lavarnway, Fuld, Zeid, others
embark on amazing WBC journey
n

By Kevin Henkin

I

n the qualifying round of the
World Baseball Classic this past
September, Team Israel emerged
as a sneaky good team, a team
that can beat odds and opponents alike.
Having never earned a berth to the
World Baseball Classic before, Team
Israel won all three of its games in the
2016 qualifying round. Now comes Israel’s first participation among the elite
16 teams as part of the global baseball
tournament that will begin next month
in Seoul, South Korea.
While all of the players on Team Israel are Americans of Jewish descent (and
who are therefore eligible to play for the
team under the tournament guidelines),
several of the team’s key players also
have strong ties to New England.
The roster includes pitchers Josh Zeid
(New Haven, Conn.) and Craig Breslow
(Trumbull, Conn.), first baseman Nate
Freiman (Wellesley, Mass.), outfielders Sam Fuld (Durham, N.H.) and Rhett
Wiseman (Mansfield, Mass.), and former
Red Sox catcher Ryan Larvarnway (Yale).
Zeid, Fuld and Lavarnway were part of
a nine-player group that was treated to a
whirlwind tour of Israel in early January.
The purpose of the trip was three-fold: 1.)

 Craig Breslow

 Nate Freiman

 Sam Fuld

 Ryan Lavarnway

 Rhett Wiseman

 Josh Zeid

strengthen the bond between the players,
2.) deepen the connection of the Americans to the country for which they are
playing, and 3.) spread the contagious enthusiasm for the game across Israel.
The consensus opinion seemed to be
that the trip was a success on every front.
Upon returning home, Fuld tweeted:
Continued on Page 37

Team Israel at the WBC
All days and times are Eastern time. Korea Standard Time is 14 hours ahead of EST.
DATE

MATCHUP

TIME (EST)

Monday, March 6

Israel vs. South Korea

5 a.m.

Monday, March 6

Israel vs. Chinese Taipei

10:30 p.m.

Wednesday, March 8

Israel vs. Netherlands

10:30 p.m.

Friday, March 10

Pool tiebreaker, if necessary

4 a�m�

SECOND ROUND — Top two teams in Pool A and Pool B advance to round-robin second round
March 11-16 at Tokyo Dome.
CHAMPIONSHIP ROUND — Top two teams in second round advance to semifinals March 20-21
at Dodger Stadium. Championship game is March 22 at Dodger Stadium.

10
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 Ryan Lavarnway (Yale) rounds the bases after his
home run in the deciding game against Great Britain
in the WBC qualifying series Sept. 25 in Brooklyn, N.Y.,
that catapulted Israel into the World Baseball Classic.
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POOL A at Gocheok Sky Dome, Seoul, South Korea

` Nick Ahmed

` Rajai Davis

` Chris Iannetta

` George Springer

` Steve Cishek

` Matt Harvey

` Charlie Morton

` Brent Suter

Active New Englanders in the major leagues Compiled by Joshua Kummins
POSITION PLAYERS

HOMETOWN/COLLEGE

TEAM

POS.

TWITTER

Nick Ahmed

&BTU-POHNFBEPX .BTT6$POO

Arizona

SS

—

-PPLTGPSBGVMMTFBTPOPGIFBMUIJO IJTGPVSUIJOUIFNBKPST

Curt Casali

/FX$BOBBO $POO7BOEFSCJMU

Tampa Bay

C

@Curtcasali

)FMEQJUDIJOHBOEDBUDIJOHDMJOJD%FDBUBMNBNBUFS/FX$BOBBO)JHI4DIPPM

Chris Colabello

.JMGPSE .BTT"TTVNQUJPO

Cleveland

#0'

!$$SBLF

4JHOFENJOPSMFBHVFEFBMXJUI*OEJBOTPO%FDBGUFSCFJOHBGSFFBHFOU

Rajai Davis

/FX-POEPO $POO6$POO"WFSZ1PJOU 0BLMBOE

0'

!SBKBJEBWJT

3FBDIFEPOFZFBS NJMMJPOEFBMXJUI"T XIPNIFQMBZFEXJUISFHVMBSMZJO

Ryan Flaherty

1PSUMBOE .BJOF7BOEFSCJMU

Baltimore

0'

!3'MBIFSUZ

5FOEFSFEBDPOUSBDUCZUIF0SJPMFTBUUIFCFHJOOJOHPG%FDFNCFS

Sam Fuld

%VSIBN /)4UBOGPSE

—

0'

!4BN'VME

8JMMMPPLUPSFDPWFSJOBGUFSVOEFSHPJOHTFBTPOFOEJOHTVSHFSZUPSFQBJSUPSOSPUBUPSDVò

Ryan Hanigan

Andover, Mass./Rollins

—

C

—

3FE4PYEFDMJOFEUPQJDLVQUFBNPQUJPOGPSJO/PWFNCFS TPIFSFNBJOTBGSFFBHFOU

Chris Iannetta

1SPWJEFODF 3*/PSUI$BSPMJOB

Arizona

C

!$ISJT@*BOOFUUB

&YQFDUFEUPTQMJUUJNFXJUIWFUFSBO+Fò.BUIJTBGUFSBHSFFJOHUPNJMMJPOEFBM+BO

A.J. Pollock

Hebron, Conn./Notre Dame

Arizona

0'

—

*OKVSJFTTFWFSFMZEFOUFE1PMMPDLT CVUIFTIPVMESFUVSOUPGPSNBOECFWBMVBCMFUSBEFPQUJPO

George Springer

/FX#SJUBJO $POO6$POO

Houston

0'

—

8JMMNBLFIJTöSTUTFWFOöHVSFTBMBSZ NJMMJPO JOBGUFSBWPJEJOHBSCJUSBUJPO

Mason Williams

1BXUVDLFU 3*

N.Y. Yankees

0'

@MjordanW9

Will likely play ever day at Triple A, as Matt Holliday acquisition gives Yanks flexibility

PITCHERS

HOMETOWN/COLLEGE

TEAM

POS.

Matt Barnes

#FUIFM $POO6$POO

3&%409

RHP

@mattbarnesRHP

TWITTER

THE SKINNY

THE SKINNY
4IPXFEøBTIFTPGCSJMMJBODFBTBLFZMBUFHBNFPQUJPOGPS+PIO'BSSFMMTDMVCMBTUZFBS

Craig Breslow

Trumbull, Conn./Yale

—

LHP

!$SBJH#SFTMPX

1PUFOUJBMBEEJUJPOUP*TSBFMTSPTUFSGPS8#$BGUFSQMBZJOHPOWJDUPSJPVTRVBMJGZJOHUFBN

Chris Capuano

8FTU4QSJOHöFME .BTT%VLF

—

LHP

—

3FNBJOTBGSFFBHFOUBGUFSNJTTJOHPGUIF#SFXFSTHBNFTJO

Matt Carasiti

/FX#SJUBJO $POO4U+PIOT

Colorado

RHP

!4JUJ@

#BDLJO3PDLJFTPSHBOJ[BUJPOBGUFSTJHOJOHNJOPSTEFBMXJUITQSJOHUSBJOJOHJOWJUFJO%FDFNCFS

Steve Cishek

'BMNPVUI .BTT$BSTPO/FXNBO

Seattle

RHP

!TS4)3&,

&YQFDUFEUPSFUVSOUPUIFNPVOEJO"QSJMBGUFSVOEFSHPJOHMBCSVNTVSHFSZ0DU

Alex Cobb

Boston, Mass.

Tampa Bay

RHP

!"DPCC

"WPJEFEBSCJUSBUJPOXJUI3BZTPO+BO TJHOJOHPOFZFBS NJMMJPOEFBM

Oliver Drake

Worcester, Mass./Navy

Baltimore

RHP

—

.BEF.-#BQQFBSBODFTMBTUZFBSBOEDPVMESFNBJOBTPMJEPQUJPOJOBEFFQ0TCVMMQFO

Charlie Furbush

4PVUI1PSUMBOE .BJOF-46

—

LHP

!DIBSMJFGVSCVTI

-PPLJOHUPNBLFSFUVSOUPUIFNPVOEBGUFSVOEFSHPJOHSPUBUPSDVòTVSHFSZMBTU"VHVTU

Jesse Hahn

/PSXJDI $POO7JSHJOJB5FDI

0BLMBOE

RHP

—

-JLFMZUPCFHJOXJUI5SJQMF"/BTIWJMMFBTIFTTFFNJOHMZUIF"TTJYUITUBSUFSPOEFQUIDIBSU

Matt Harvey

Mystic, Conn./North Carolina

N.Y. Mets

RHP

@MattHarvey33

4BXTBMBSZSJTFUPNJMMJPOGPS IJTTFDPOEZFBSPGBSCJUSBUJPO

Steve Hathaway

"DUPO .BTT'SBOLMJO1JFSDF

Arizona

LHP

@Mr_Hath

.BEFBQQFBSBODFTJOEFCVU.-#TFBTPOBOEMPPLTUPFBSOQFSNBOFOUSPMFJO%CBDLTCVMMQFO

Kyle Hendricks

/FXQPSU#FBDI $BMJG%BSUNPVUI$PMMFHF Chicago Cubs

RHP

!LZMFIFOESJDLT

5IJSEFWFS#JH(SFFOBMVNUPXJOB8PSME4FSJFTFOUFSTIJTGPVSUI.-#TFBTPO BMMBTB$VC

Frank Herrmann

3VUIFSGPSE /+)BSWBSE

—

RHP

—

(SBOUFEGSFFBHFODZBGUFSNBLJOHBQQFBSBODFTXJUI1IJMMJFTJOöSTU.-#BDUJPOTJODF

Rich Hill

Milton, Mass./Michigan

L.A. Dodgers

LHP

—

'SPN-POH*TMBOE%VDLTUP.-#TUBSEPN OPXNBLJOH.PWFSOFYUUISFFZFBSTXJUI%PEHFST

Dominic Leone

/PSXJDI $POO$MFNTPO

Toronto

RHP

—

4USVHHMFEPVUPGCVMMQFOGPS"SJ[POBJO CVUHFUTBOPUIFSTIPUJOUIJSE.-#PSHBOJ[BUJPO

Jeﬀ Locke

$POXBZ /)

Miami

LHP

!+Fò@-PDLF

.BSMJOTFYQFDUFESPUBUJPOJODMVEFT-PDLF CVUOPXOFXMZBDRVJSFE%BO4USBJMZGSPN3FET

Charlie Morton

Redding, Conn.

Houston

RHP

—

4JHOFEUPUXPZFBSDPOUSBDU/PWBGUFSUFBNTXFSFJOUFSFTUFEJOIJTTFSWJDFT

Scott Oberg

5FXLTCVSZ .BTT6$POO

Colorado

RHP

—

%JEOPUBMMPXBSVOJOPGIJTBQQFBSBODFTMBTUTFBTPOCVUTUSVHHMFENJHIUJMZJOPUIFST

Ryan O’Rourke

Worcester, Mass./Merrimack

Minnesota

LHP

!3ZBO0@3PVSLF

3FNBJOTPO5XJOTNBOSPTUFSBGUFSTQFOEJOHGPVSUIDPOTFDVUJWFXJOUFSJO7FOF[VFMB

Adam Ottavino

Brooklyn, N.Y./Northeastern

Colorado

RHP

—

&YQFDUFEUPSFUBJODMPTFSTSPMFBGUFSSFUVSOJOHUPGVMMIFBMUIMBUFMBTUTFBTPO FBSOJOHTFWFOTBWFT

Evan Scribner

Washington, Conn./Central Conn. St.

Seattle

RHP

@evanscribner

0O+BO BWPJEFEBSCJUSBUJPOBGUFSTJHOJOHPOFZFBSEFBMGPSDMPTFUPNJMMJPO

Brent Suter

$JODJOOBUJ 0IJP)BSWBSE

.JMXBVLFF

LHP

—

.BEF.-#EFCVU"VHBOEQPTUFESFDPSEXJUI&3"JOBQQFBSBODFTGPS#SFXFST

NOTE: 1MBZFSTPOUIJTMJTUBQQFBSFEJOBUMFBTUPOFNBKPSMFBHVFHBNF PSXFSFVOEFS.-#DPOUSBDU JO*GXFBSFNJTTJOHBOZ/FX&OHMBOEFST FNBJMVTBUFEJUPS!CBTFCBMMKPVSOBMDPN
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Nick Ahmed

Matt Barnes

Arizona Diamondbacks

|

SS

RED SOX

| RHP

Hometown: East Longmeadow, Mass.

Hometown: Bethel, Conn.

College: UConn

College: UConn

Craig Breslow

Chris Capuano

Free agent |

Free agent

LHP

|

Matt Carasiti

LHP

Free agent

| RHP

Hometown: Trumbull, Conn.

Hometown: West Springfield, Mass.

Hometown: New Britain, Conn.

College: Yale

College: Duke

College: St. John’s

Curt Casali

Steve Cishek

Alex Cobb

Tampa Bay Rays |

C

Seattle Mariners

|

Tampa Bay Rays |

RHP

Hometown: New Canaan, Conn.

Hometown: Falmouth, Mass.

College: Vanderbilt

College: Carson-Newman Univ.

Chris Colabello
Cleveland Indians

D1

|

Hometown: Boston, Mass.

Rajai Davis
Oakland A’s |

1B/OF

OF

Hometown: Milford, Mass.

Hometown: New London, Conn.

College: Assumption

College: UConn-Avery Point

New eNglaND BaSeBall JOURNal

RHP

January 2017
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Oliver Drake
|

Baltimore Orioles

RHP

|

Baltimore Orioles

|

IF/OF

Hometown: Worcester, Mass.

Hometown: Portland, Maine

College: Navy

College: Vanderbilt

Sam Fuld
Free agent

Ryan Flaherty

Charlie Furbush

OF

Free agent

|

Jesse Hahn

LHP

Oakland Athletics

|

RHP

Hometown: Durham, N.H.

Hometown: South Portland, Maine

Hometown: Norwich, Conn.

College: Stanford

College: LSU

College: Virginia Tech

Ryan Hanigan

Matt Harvey

Steve Hathaway

Free agent |

New York Mets

C

|

Arizona Diamondbacks |

RHP

Hometown: Andover, Mass.

Hometown: Mystic, Conn.

Hometown: Acton, Mass.

College: Rollins College

College: Univ. of North Carolina

College: Franklin Pierce

Kyle Hendricks

Frank Herrmann

Chicago Cubs |

Free agent

RHP

|

RHP

Hometown: Newport Beach, Calif.

Hometown: Rutherford, N.J.

College: Dartmouth

College: Harvard

Interactive key
This digital-bonus directory features special links to access more information
about our local major-leaguers. Players in our directory have appeared in at
least one major-league game (or were under MLB contract) in 2016.
If we are missing any New Englanders, email us at editor@baseballjournal.com.

LHP

Click the NEBJ icon to search our previous
coverage of the player since January 2013.
Click the MLB icon to access his official bio
page with current stats, news and videos.

January 2017

Access his
Twitter
account.
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Rich Hill

Chris Iannetta
|

Los Angeles Dodgers

Arizona Diamondbacks |

LHP

C

Hometown: Milton, Mass.

Hometown: Providence, R.I.

College: University of Michigan

College: Univ. of North Carolina

Dominic Leone

Jeff Locke

Toronto Blue Jays |

Miami Marlins

RHP

Hometown: Norwich, Conn.

|

Charlie Morton
LHP

Houston Astros

| RHP

Hometown: Conway, N.H.

Hometown: Redding, Conn.

Ryan O’Rourke

Adam Ottavino

College: Clemson

Scott Oberg
Colorado Rockies |

RHP

Minnesota Twins

Colorado Rockies

| LHP

|

RHP

Hometown: Tewksbury, Mass.

Hometown: Worcester, Mass.

Hometown: Brooklyn, N.Y.

College: UConn

College: Merrimack

College: Northeastern

A.J. Pollock

Evan Scribner

George Springer

Arizona Diamondbacks

|

OF

Seattle Mariners

|

RHP

Houston Astros

| OF

Hometown: Hebron, Conn.

Hometown: Washington, Conn.

Hometown: New Britain, Conn.

College: Notre Dame

College: Central Connecticut State

College: UConn

Brent Suter
Milwaukee Brewers

Mason Williams
|

LHP

Hometown: Cincinnati, Ohio
College: Harvard

New York Yankees |

OF

Hometown: Pawtucket, R.I.

CREATE YOUR OWN BAT

CHOOSE YOUR SYTLE
KNOB TYPE

MC1
2K1
KB1

LM12 RB8 AB19
BS1
CD1 M88
B1
DD7

HANDLE SIZE

7/8"
29/32"
15/16"

31/32"
1"

BARREL PROFILE

MC1
MC1
2K1
TT2

SAM97
SG2
KB1

CD1
PS2
CG1

For the ﬁrst time, Sam Bat is oﬀering a fully custom wood bat to
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JK22

You are able to choose the knob, handle, and barrel proﬁle that ﬁts
your game perfectly. Get the model that is right for you and set
your own records!

CHOOSE YOUR COLORS
HANDLE
SELECT FROM 22 COLORS

LOGO

BARREL

SELECT FROM 10 COLORS

Create Your Own Model bats take 4 - 5 weeks to complete.

SELECT FROM 22 COLORS

All SAM BATs are crafted from professional grade hard rock maple
for outstanding strength, longevity and performance.

®

SET YOUR OWN RECORDS
73 HR SINGLE SEASON

TRIPLE CROWN

MVP

www.sambat.com

HR DERBY 2016
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Division 1

OSH ELLIS’ SMILE LED THE WAY as he walked
onto the Harvard University baseball field on a
January afternoon.
The Harvard senior captain drove to Cambridge
from his hometown of Milton, Mass., for a photoshoot, taking a brief respite from his final preparations for the Medical College Admission Test
(MCAT). It was an unseasonably warm January day
in New England, and, Ellis, who was wearing his Crimson short-sleeve jersey, had about 45 minutes of posing for pictures in his immediate future.
Ellis’ smile provided the first indication that this was not a college baseball
player prepared to go through the motions of an uneventful photoshoot.
Ellis’ enthusiasm never wavered that afternoon. As he later made
his way to the lobby of the
Harvard athletic facility for
an interview, he spotted the
baseball team equipment manager.
Ellis complimented the Harvard
employee for selecting a stylish new
uniform for the 2017 season — supplied by New Balance — and then
eventually shifted from baseball talk
to a more personal question.
“How are you doing?” Ellis asked
— a baseball magazine coverboy
inquiring about the well-being of
the team’s equipment manager.
“That’s what separates Josh from
other student-athletes out there,”
Harvard coach Bill Decker said. “He has a perspective of what he wants out
of life, what he wants to do professionally, and a love for the game of baseball that is unparalleled. He’s overcome some adversity to get to where he
is. He takes the time to connect with everyone.”

E

LLIS ISN’T THE TYPICAL
Division 1 baseball coverboy in
that he won’t blow anyone away
with his tools on the diamond.
He’s a solid player — a 6-foot-2, 180-pound
catcher who was lightly recruited out of
Milton Academy before starting his college
career at Bowdoin College.
He spent a year playing college ball in
Brunswick, Maine, before realizing that, as
a self-described “homebody,” he had ambitions of being closer to home and recognizing a childhood dream of attending Harvard
University.
The early-action application that Ellis
initially sent to Harvard in high school was
deferred. Soon after, Milton Academy coach
Matt Petherick helped initiate communication between Ellis and the Bowdoin baseball
staff.
“I 100 percent thought he could play in
college,” Petherick said. “He didn’t get much
love from the Ivy League schools. He wanted
to get a really good education. Harvard was
his dream school his whole life.”

14

Ellis determined fairly quickly in the
fall of 2013 that Bowdoin was not, in fact,
his dream school, although things started
to turn for the better in the spring when he
earned the starting job at catcher. Two weeks
into the season, he suffered a catastrophic
knee injury while rounding first base on an
overthrow. The trauma caused him to tear
the ACL, MCL and meniscus in his right
knee.
“I was just told I had the starting job,” Ellis
said. “I didn’t have the best fall, didn’t really
like the school. That injury set me back. It
was fun to play at that level — albeit for two
weeks.”
It’s this kind of attitude with which Ellis approaches just about everything in life.
When he’s dealt a bad hand, he puts a smile
on his face and makes the most of it.
He decided to re-apply to Harvard in the
spring of 2014 and submit transfer paperwork to the Harvard compliance office. He
chose not to tap into the one perk that a
prospective recruit might gain from an Ivy
League coach operating without the benefit
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‘That’s what
separates Josh
from other
student-athletes
out there. He has
a perspective
of what he
wants out of
life, what he
wants to do
professionally,
and a love for
the game of
baseball that
is unparalleled.’
— Harvard coach Bill
Decker on senior captain
Josh Ellis (Milton, Mass.)

of athletic scholarship money — a little assistance in gaining admission.
“I didn’t even know he was admitted to
the school until the paperwork went through
compliance,” Decker said. “I think Josh just
wanted to be at Harvard. He’s a special kid.
We joke around that he could be president
of the United States. That’s how much guys
respect him.”

E

LLIS’ FORMER AND current
coaches credit Ellis’ upbringing
for the catcher’s perspective on life
—and baseball, in particular.
Josh’s father, Jonathan, is a cardiologist
and sparked his son’s interest in medicine.
Josh now is finishing his undergraduate degree as a neurobiology major.
Josh’s mother, Maureen, sparked her son’s
interest in global health; the Ellis family first
traveled to Haiti with St. Agatha Church in
Milton when Josh was 12 years old.
The Harvard captain has since returned
to Haiti three or four times per year — for
a week or two at a time — on community

Free digital subscription at baseballjournal.com/free

Photos/Dave Arnold/New England Baseball Journal

service projects. He has volunteered with
Partners In Health and the Saint Rock Foundation. His mother began serving as executive director of the Saint Rock Foundation in
2013.
In Josh’s first few trips to Haiti 10 years
ago, he spent most of the time with Haitian
children whose parents were receiving medical attention. More recently, Josh — who
speaks Creole — has spearheaded a health
initiative in which Haitian people are provided with mental health assessments. This
summer, Ellis plans to take the information
he gathered last summer and implement
that research into practice.
“Having that experience has totally shifted my critical thinking of how I can best invest in that community,” Ellis said. “So much
focus in society and in this competitive academic environment is on how we can make
the most money possible, get the best internships. I really just want to help people. It’s
such a tangible thing to do with medicine.
Luckily, I’ve been interested in medicine for
a really long time.”

O, captain
Senior catcher Josh Ellis (Milton, Mass�)
is the 144th captain of Harvard baseball
— and the program’s first solo captain
since 2012. Ellis also is the seventh
New England native (and third Milton,
Mass., native) in the past 12 seasons
to captain the Crimson. Below are the
most recent New England captains.
For a complete list of Harvard baseball
captains, visit goo.gl/HxetNS�
2015 Ethan Ferreira
(Rehoboth, Mass�) and
Jack Colton (Milton, Mass�)
2013 Jordan Haviland
(Farmington, Conn.)
2012 Andrew Ferreira
(Rehoboth, Mass�)
2007 Brendan Byrne
(Milton, Mass�)
2006 Morgan Brown
(Alstead, N�H�)

D

ECkER CREDITS ELLIS for
making the Harvard program
“better with his personality and
work ethic,” however the senior
captain’s contributions are not limited to his
off-the-field contributions.
Ellis can play, too. Last year, he appeared
in 40 games and finished second on the team
with a .304 batting average. He led the team
with seven stolen bases and ranked second
among Ivy League catchers by throwing out
nine of 22 baserunners.
“He’s created an identity,” Decker said.
“It’s not like he’s ever going to hit in the
middle of the order, but he’ll put the ball on
the carpet and run it out. He’s going to give
you pretty good at-bats. He wasn’t on anyone’s radar as someone who would be a stud
Division 1 player. He’s one of those guys that
comes in with the attitude, ‘I get to go to
practice today.’ For two or three hours, he’s a
breath of fresh air — not just with baseball.”
Decker and his staff use a phrase to describe
the change in mindset a Harvard player must
make when he reports for practice or a game:

The Bridge Effect. It’s an acknowledgement of
the academic stress a Harvard student-athlete
carries with him on a daily basis, along with a
suggestion that he block out that stress for a
few hours when he crosses the bridge across
the Charles River to Harvard’s athletic facilities.
The Bridge Effect doesn’t really need to be
explained to Ellis, as he is someone who attacks every aspect of his life with vigor and
enthusiasm. Perhaps he shows up to the Harvard baseball field every day with a smile because he knows how hard he had to work to
gain admission to his dream school. Perhaps
he’s content with his past service to the people of Haiti and excited about the prospect of
continuing that service as a doctor in the future. Perhaps he’s grateful to have overcome a
major knee injury to return to the field in full
health for his final baseball season.
Or maybe it’s all of those things — and the
fact that he’s doing exactly what he loves to
do on a daily basis.
“I’ve always had a great appreciation for the
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FAIRFIELD
RISING
Could the Stags — returning their
entire rotation from their first
tournament team — become
New England’s next power?

By Dan Guttenplan
The 2016 college baseball season was
particularly rewarding for Division 1 teams
in New England, as — for the first time ever
— five New England teams qualified for
the NCAA tournament.
Of the five — Boston College, Bryant,
UConn, Fairfield and Rhode Island — Fairfield served as the biggest surprise. The
Stags were picked to finish eighth in the
MAAC preseason coaches’ poll, and had
not won more than two games in the conference tournament since 1995.
A year later, Fairfield may be the likeliest of the five New England teams to return to the NCAA tournament. The Stags
recently served as the lone representative
from the MAAC to garner at least one
vote in the Collegiate Baseball Fabulous
40 NCAA preseason poll.
It’s a giant step in the right direction
for a Fairfield program that was a perennial MAAC bottom-feeder before the hire
of coach Bill Currier for the 2012 season.
In the five seasons since, Currier has led
Fairfield to a program record for wins in
two separate seasons (2012, 2016) and
twice has been named MAAC Coach of
the Year (2012, 2016).
“When I got here, we had to change the

16

environment and thinking of the administration and how we recruit,” Currier said. “We
want good academic kids who are hungry
to play. We want kids who grew up more on
a baseball field than in a library. We had to
change the way of thinking and start getting
kids who want to practice and lift weights.”
On the heels of last year’s first MAAC
tournament title in school history, Fairfield returns its entire starting rotation.
Gavin Wallace, John Signore (Wallingford, Conn.) and Kyle Dube (Southington,
Conn.) are expected to serve as weekend
starters for the second year in a row.
Wallace was an eight-game winner as
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a sophomore, and Signore led the nation
for several weeks in strikeout-to-walk ratio as a freshman.
Signore is somewhat of a prototype of the
new Fairfield baseball player, according to
Currier. The right-hander stands 5-foot-11 and
230 pounds, and doesn’t blow anyone away
with his pitch selection. He served as a closer
at Xavier High (Middletown, Conn.), but Currier and his staff saw more for him.
“He’s a guy that opposing teams see
warm up, and they can’t wait to grab the
bats off the rack,” Currier said. “By the fifth
inning, they’re wondering if they can find
a way to hit him. He has an uncanny abil-

ity of understanding where he needs to put
the ball and an ability to mix three speeds
at such a young age.”
Signore came to Fairfield for the same
reasons Currier recruited him — the pitcher
believed he was ready to contribute right
away at the Division 1 level, and loved practicing and working to improve.
“This coaching staff puts in the work,
and they expect us to work just as hard,”
Signore said. “We put in long hours at
practice and on our own. There isn’t one
kid here who does anything other than
work as hard as he can to help us achieve
our team goals.”
Fairfield’s team goals are changing after
the Stags’ historic season. The team’s first
regular-season MAAC title since 1993 and
first conference title ever now has the coach
thinking bigger picture.
“We haven’t won a (NCAA tournament) regional game,” Currier said.
“That’s what we want to do. Winning a
regional is a long shot for every New England team. A couple came close last year,
and that’s always going to be our goal at
the end.”
@Dan_Guttenplan
dguttenplan@baseballjournal�com

Free digital subscription at baseballjournal.com/free

Photos/Fairfield Athletics

 John Signore (Wallingford, Conn.) headlines Fairfield’s
returning starting rotation, which includes Kyle Dube (below
left, Southington, Conn.) and Gavin Wallace (below right).
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Top 10

 No. 1:
Boston College

 No. 2:
Bryant

 No. 3:
UConn

 No. 4:
Rhode Island

 No. 5:
Fairfield

 No. 6:
Holy Cross

 No. 7:
Northeastern

 No. 8:
UMass-Lowell

 No. 9:
Sacred Heart

 No. 10:
Maine

CAPSULES COMPILED BY JOSHUA KUMMINS, @JoshuaKummins

AMERICA EAST

2016: 37-18 (14-9 AE, second place)
Coach: Justin Blood (Keene, N.H.; sixth
season, 124-148)
Players to watch: David MacKinnon
(Easton, Mass.), sr., 1B; Erik Ostberg (Florence,
Mass.), jr., C; Chris Sullivan (Westfield, Mass.),
soph., 3B; Ashton Bardzell, soph., OF; T.J. Ward,
jr., 3B; Ben Bengtson (Concord, N.H.), jr., SS;
Billy DeVito (Stamford, Conn.), soph., RHP; Seth
Pinkerton, soph., RHP; David Drouin (Boscawen,
N.H.), r-jr., RHP; Thomas Feehan, fr., LHP
Outlook: The Hawks are coming off their
winningest season ever and a second-place
America East finish in 2016. MacKinnon was
the region’s best Division 1 hitter last year,
posting a .392 average while ranking second
in the league with 56 runs scored en route to
becoming the first Hawk since Jeff Bagwell
to earn conference Player of the Year honors.
He leads a pretty experienced lineup, but
Kyle Gauthier is the second consecutive No. 1
pitcher the Hawks will have to replace. Blood
thinks DeVito can step into a key role after
making 18 appearances out of the bullpen last
spring, while Pinkerton is a potential back-end
arm whose summer with the Futures League
champion Nashua Silver Knights (3-0, 1.74 ERA
in 16 games) earned an All-Star nod.

Maine
2016: 20-35 (8-15 AE, sixth place)
Coach: Nick Derba (interim, first season)
Players to watch: Tyler Schwanz, sr.,
OF; Colin Ridley (Harwich, Mass.), soph., OF;
Danny Casals, soph., IF; Jeremy Pena, soph.,
IF; Justin Courtney (Bangor, Maine), jr., RHP;
John Arel (Burlington, Conn.), jr., RHP; Chris
Murphy (Billerica, Mass.), jr., RHP; Chris Bec,
jr., C; Brandon Vicens, jr., OF; Jonah Normandeau (Cumberland, Maine), jr., RHP; Brock
Riley (Lowell, Mass.), jr., RHP; Sam McCarthy
(Nashua, N.H.),
fr., RHP
Outlook: The
Black Bears have
the region’s only
new Div. 1 head
coach in Derba, at
least on an interim
basis, as Steve
 Courtney
Trimper moved
to Stetson after 11 seasons in Orono. Maine
again has some critical holes to fill following the
graduation of infielders Brendan Geary and Brett
Chappell, catcher Kevin Stypulkowski, and pitch-

Thom Kendall/UMass Athletics

Hartford

IF; Zac Susi (Southington, Conn.), soph., C; John
Toppa (Portsmouth, R.I.), soph., IF/OF; Anthony
Prato, fr., IF; Conor Moriarty (West Springfield,
Mass.), fr., IF; Chris Winkel (Orange, Conn.), fr.,
OF/1B; Mason Feole (Scituate, R.I.), fr., LHP
Outlook: Bobby Melley’s power, Jack
Sundberg’s speed, Bryan Daniello’s steadiness
or Anthony Kay’s lights-out stuff just can’t be
replaced, but the Huskies were selected fourth in
the AAC’s preseason poll and still have pieces to
compete all around. All signs point to Cate getting
the Friday nod after a five-win freshman season
in the rotation and being named AAC Preseason
Pitcher of the Year and a Louisville Slugger
Freshman All-American. This year’s captain as a
junior, Yahn led the AAC with 88 hits while starting
in all 63 games last year and was selected as the
league’s Preseason Player of the Year. As far as
newcomers, the coaching staff has high hopes for
Prato and Moriarty, while Winkel is a local with
power and Rhode Island’s Gatorade Player of the
Year Feole had a strong summer (1.66 ERA) for the
FCBL’s Worcester Bravehearts.

ATLANTIC 10
ers Logan Fullmer and Charlie Butler, but its top
three hitters return in Casals (.310, 21 RBI), Pena
and Murphy. Joining the fold are 11 freshmen
and a few transfers with the ability to make an
immediate impact. Bec and Vicens are two of
the latter as both transferred from Miami Dade
Community College, having received national
accolades from Perfect Game and MaxPreps.
Murphy, Courtney and Arel (team-leading 77
strikeouts last year) will anchor the club on
the pitching side, while McCarthy — the top
pitching recruit in New Hampshire, out of Nashua
North — could slot into a position right away.

UMassLowell
2016: 20-32 (5-19 AE, seventh place)
Coach: Ken Harring (12th season, 306-229-1)
Players to watch: Steve Passatempo
(Medford, Mass.), soph., 1B/OF; Andrew Ryan
(Rochester, Mass.), jr., RHP; Oscar Marchena,
soph., IF; Ben Prada, jr., IF; Chris Sharpe (Burlington, Mass.), soph., OF; Colby Maiola (North
Reading, Mass.), jr., OF; Steve Xirinachs, sr.,
RHP; Ricky Constant (Nashua, N.H.), soph.,
LHP; Nick Kuzia (Seymour, Conn.), jr., RHP;
Nick Rand, soph., RHP; Luke Tomczyk, jr., RHP;
Drey McInnes, jr., IF
Outlook: There is a lot to like in Lowell
as the River Hawks return four of their top five
hitters and all four primary starting pitchers
from a season ago. Passatempo finished
his freshman spring with a .270 average, a
team-best 11 home runs and 46 RBI, and
then went on to earn summer All-Star honors

 Mike Hart (Lowell, Mass.) captains
UMass after a monster summer.

with the Northwoods League’s Wisconsin
Woodchucks. He quickly became one of the
region’s most feared hitters after driving in 14
of UML’s first 38 runs last season. Ian Strom’s
early departure to the New York Mets after the
MLB draft leaves a hole defensively, but Maiola
could slot in right away in center field after
earning NJCAA Division 3 Player of the Year
honors at Northern Essex Community College.
Tomczyk and McInnes are also two-year college transfers with strong resumes. Ryan looks
to return to his Freshman All-America form in
the weekend rotation, while Xirinachs hopes
for better luck in his second year as a starter
as he finished last season 1-9, but with a 4.28
ERA. Constant and Rand were key members of
the staff as freshmen, with the latter leading
the club with 23 appearances.

AMERICAN ATHLETIC
UConn
2016: 38-25 (14-9 AAC, third place,
tournament champion)
Coach: Jim Penders (Vernon, Conn.,
14th season, 455-320-4)
Players to watch: Willy Yahn (Sharon,
Conn.), jr., IF; Tim Cate (Manchester, Conn.),
soph., LHP; William Montgomerie (Lakeville,
Conn.), jr., RHP; Aaron Hill (Groton, Conn.), sr.,

UMass
2016: 18-27 (11-13 A-10, tied for eighth
place)
Coach: Mike Stone (Watertown, Conn.,
30th season, 682-663-3)
Players to watch: Mike Hart (Lowell,
Mass.), sr., OF; Mike Geannelis (Williamstown,
Mass.), sr., RHP/1B; Dylan Morris (West Barnstable, Mass.), sr., OF; Ryan Moloney (Londonderry,
N.H.), sr., RHP; Cooper Mrowka (Cheshire, Conn.),
soph., IF; Justin Lasko (Stratford, Conn.), soph.,
RHP; Matt Bare (Cumberland, R.I.), sr., C; Keith
Linnane (North Reading, Mass.), jr., C; Christian
Rosati (Arlington, Mass.), fr., RHP
Outlook: Four-year starting shortstop
Vinny Scifo and catcher John Jennings are the
most prominent of the graduated Minutemen,
but there is a strong returning cast for Stone’s
final season in Amherst, especially in the outfield and rotation. Moloney is poised to return
to the Friday role following his staff-leading
2016, while Lasko was a strong starter as a
rookie and with the Futures League’s Brockton
Rox this summer. Hart finished a monster summer for the Seacoast Mavericks as the FCBL’s
third-leading hitter (.364, 10 HR, 31 RBI) and
captains an entire returning outfield, along
with classmate Morris. Jennings started behind
the plate from start of his career in Amherst,
but there are four catching options on the
current roster of which Bare and Linnane — a
transfer who won NJCAA Gold Glove honors at
Northern Essex C.C. last spring — bring the
most experience.
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Rhode
Island
2016: 31-27 (18-6 A-10, first place,
tournament champion)
Coach: Raphael Cerrato (Enfield, Conn.,
third season, 57-52-1)
Players to watch: Tyler Wilson
(Palmer, Mass.), jr., LHP; Nick Johnson
(Worcester, Mass.), jr., RHP; Martin
Figueroa, sr., C/IF; Jordan Powell, jr., OF;
Chris Hess (North Kingstown, R.I.), jr., IF;
Tyler Barss (New Boston, N.H.), jr., RHP;
Ben Wessel (Scarborough, Maine), sr., RHP;
Taso Stathopoulos, jr., RHP; Cam LaFleur
(Brookline, N.H.), soph., LHP; Matt Murphy
(Wakefield, R.I.), jr., RHP
Outlook: Wilson’s left arm was often
magical in 2016 as he won 12 games — including Rhody’s first-ever NCAA tournament
victory over No. 6 South Carolina — en route
earning two first-team All-America nods,
New England Pitcher of the Year honors and
his second consecutive A-10 Pitcher of the
Year title. He was the shining star as the
Rams breezed to their first conference title
since 2005, winning seven of eight series and
three straight postseason games. The pitching staff looks strong again as Wessel again
follows Wilson in the rotation, Stathopoulos
returns to the bullpen after undergoing
Tommy John surgery, and LaFleur and
Murphy are eligible after transferring from
Merrimack and Assumption, respectively.
Hess led the nation with 10 triples last year
as he and center fielder Powell were both
.300-plus hitters with more than 30 RBI
apiece. Figueroa is a versatile presence with
the ability to play on the infield, outfield
and catch, and looks to build upon earning
Most Outstanding Player honors at the A-10
tournament and winning the NECBL title this
summer with Mystic.

ACC
Boston
College
2016: 35-22 (13-15 ACC, fifth place in
Atlantic Division, NCAA Super Regional)
Coach: Mike Gambino (seventh season,
135-188)
Players to watch: Johnny Adams
(Walpole, Mass.), sr., IF; Donovan Casey,
jr., OF/RHP; Jake Palomaki, jr., IF; Michael
Strem, sr., UT; Jacob Stevens (Darien,
Conn.), soph., RHP; Scott Braren (Madison,
Conn.), jr., OF; Brian Rapp, jr., RHP; John
Continued on Page 18
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2017 Preseason ALL-NEBJ Div. 1 Team

NEBJ’s projection of the top player at each position heading into the 2017 season. Limited
to players at New England-based college. By Dan Guttenplan and Joshua Kummins
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RHP: James Karinchak (Walden, N.Y.) | Bryant

3B: Willy Yahn (Sharon, Conn.) | UConn

LHP: Tyler Wilson (Palmer, Mass.) | Rhode Island

C

C: Mickey Gasper (Merrimack, N.H.) | Bryant

Mickey
Gasper

1B: David MacKinnon (Easton, Mass.) | Hartford
2B: Jake Palomaki (Kennesaw, Ga.) | Boston College

Continued from Page 17

Witkowski (Melrose, Mass.), soph., RHP;
Bobby Skogsbergh, jr�, RHP; Thomas Lane
(Georgetown, Mass.), soph., RHP; Gian
Martellini (Johnston, R.I.), soph., C; Anthony
Maselli (Burlington, Conn.), jr., IF; Matt Gill
(Simsbury, Conn.), fr., RHP; Dante Baldelli
(Cumberland, R.I.), fr., OF
Outlook: Replicating last season’s 35win record and Super Regional run will be a
difficult task with weekend rotation stalwart
Mike King (Marlins), closer-turned-Saturday
starter Justin Dunn (Mets), steady infielder
Joe Cronin (Twins) and catcher Nick Sciortino
(Red Sox) among five players drafted by
the pros. However, the Eagles do return last
year’s top three hitters, including Braren, who
emerged as a key player midway through
the season, eventually leading the club with
a .333 average over 29 games and a .371
clip in ACC play� Casey and Stevens are sure
to get some draft eyes after successful summers with the Cape Cod Baseball League’s
Chatham Anglers, while Gill and Baldelli
enjoyed solid time in the Futures League
before beginning college — an experience
that has become commonplace in Gambino’s
program, helping several newcomers more
easily bridge the gap from high school. Many
of the Eagles’ sophomores were thrown right
into the fire last year as Witkowski and Lane
served key roles on a stocked pitching staff,
while Martellini worked behind Sciortino in
preparation for more time behind the plate
after making 24 of his 27 starts as designated
hitter last season�
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COLONIAL ATHLETIC
Northeastern
2016: 31-27 (12-11 CAA, fifth place)
Coach: Mike Glavine (Billerica, Mass�,
third season, 56-57)
Players to watch: Charlie McConnell
(Reading, Mass.), soph., IF/OF; Cam Hanley
(Walpole, Mass.), sr., IF; Mike Fitzgerald, sr.,
RHP; Andrew Misiaszek, soph., LHP; David
Hopkins (East Greenwich, R.I.), sr., IF; Cam Walsh
(Duxbury, Mass.), soph., OF; Pat Madigan, sr.,
OF; Max Burt (North Andover, Mass.), jr., IF;
Tyler Robinson, jr�, LHP; John Mazza (Lexington,
Mass.), jr., C; Scott Holzwasser (Sudbury, Mass.),
fr., IF; Kyle Murphy (Billerica, Mass.), soph., RHP;
Sean Mellen (Norwood, Mass.), fr., LHP
Outlook: The Huskies’ rotation from
a year ago is no more as Aaron Civale and
Dustin Hunt were top-10-round draft picks in
June and James Mulry graduated. Fitzgerald
is expected to jump into the rotation after
serving as closer (11 saves) last season, while
Murphy looks to do the same in his debut
season post-Tommy John surgery. Freshmen
will have to play a prominent role for the
Huskies as Mellen also is likely to contribute
as a Sunday or midweek starter after earning
ESPN Boston All-State honors last year at
Norwood High. Holzwasser was a two-time
Dual County League All-Star at LincolnSudbury and possesses Dustin “Pedroia-like
tools,” according to Glavine. Josh Treff’s
graduation leaves the catching position open,
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too, but Mazza is experienced after spending
two collegiate seasons at Maryland. As far
as returners, McConnell had six more stolen
bases (26) than any Div. 1 player in New England last year as his .289 average was third
on the team, while Hopkins and Walsh were
both .300-plus swingers and Madigan led the
club with seven homers and 35 RBI.

IVY LEAGUE
Brown
2016: 15-24 (9-11 Ivy, fourth place in
Rolfe Division)
Coach: Grant Achilles (third season, 26-52)
Players to watch: Rob Henry (Cranston, R.I.), sr., OF; Josh Huntley, sr., C; Christian
Taugner, sr�, RHP; Dante Bosnic, jr�, RHP; Sam
Grigo (Westbrook, Conn.), jr., OF/RHP; Marc
Sredojevic, sr., IF/RHP; Rich Ciufo, fr, IF; Will
Tomlinson, fr., RHP
Outlook: Leadership won’t be a question in Providence as the Bears return a trio
of seniors promoted to captaincy. Huntley
topped the team with a .313 average and
started behind the plate in all 20 Ivy League
contests last season over which his average
rose nearly 50 points. Taugner missed all of his
sophomore season with an injury but jumped
right into the rotation’s top slot and won five
games while issuing just seven walks over a
team-high 58 innings. The bullpen also has
an experienced leader in Bosnic, who along
with Huntley became the first Brown duo to
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SS: Johnny Adams (Walpole, Mass.) | Boston College
OF: Nick Angelini (Bedford, N.H.) | Bryant
OF: Donovan Casey (Stratford, N.J.) | Boston College
OF: Mike Hart (Lowell, Mass.) | UMass

be named to the All-Ivy First Team in the same
season since 2010. The Bears also welcome
nine talented newcomers, including Ciufo, a
reigning Central New England Prep All-Star
and Perfect Game All-Region honoree from
prep power Phillips Andover.

Dartmouth
2016: 18-25 (11-9 Ivy, tied for first place
in Rolfe Division)
Coach: Bob Whalen (Needham, Mass�,
28th season, 546-521-1)
Players to watch: Kyle Holbrook, jr�,
OF/C; Michael Ketchmark, sr., 1B; Dustin
Shirley, jr., IF; Cole O’Connor (Bedford, Mass.),
soph�, RHP; Beau Sulser, sr�, RHP; Mike Concato (Woodbridge, Conn�), sr�, RHP; Patrick
Peterson, jr�, RHP; Michael Danielak, sr�, RHP;
Clay Chatham, jr., RHP; Trevor Johnson, fr., OF
Outlook: The Big Green lose ace Duncan
Robinson (now in the Cubs organization),
starting shortstop Thomas Roulis and
center fielder Nick Ruppert — a trio of All-Ivy
performers — to graduation, but almost all
other personnel are returning from a team
that fell a one-game playoff short of winning
their ninth consecutive Rolfe Division title.
On the offensive side, Ketchmark led the club
with five home runs and 28 RBI last year while
only one Ivy Leaguer finished conference play
with a better average than Shirley’s .405 mark.
Despite Robinson’s departure, the rotation will
be in good shape with Concato returning from
injury, Sulser coming off an outstanding summer (1.21 ERA with 51 strikeouts in 44 innings)

with Coastal Plain League champion Savannah,
O’Connor back after a solid freshman season,
and a Pirates draftee in Danielak.

Harvard
2016: 17-24 (9-11 Ivy, third place in
Rolfe Division)
Coach: Bill Decker (Greenfield, Mass.,
fifth season, 56-107)
Players to watch: Josh Ellis (Milton,
Mass�), sr�, C; Conor Quinn (Amherst, Mass�),
jr., OF; Kevin Stone (Stamford, Conn.), soph.,
RHP; John Fallon, jr., IF; Matt Rothenberg, jr.,
IF; Ben Skinner, soph., OF; Quinn Hoffman, fr.,
IF; Grant Stone (Stamford, Conn.), fr., RHP
Outlook: With last season’s top six run
producers, three All-Ivy selections (Ellis, Fallon
and Rothenberg) and two starting pitchers returning, this could be Harvard’s year to challenge
for the Rolfe Division crown. The Crimson have
won 17 or more games in back-to-back seasons
for the first time since 2006-07 and look to
extend that streak for a third year with a strong
offensive team as both Rothenberg and Ellis will
be in the thick of the lineup again after hitting
over .300 as regulars last season. Sean Poppen
and Nick Gruener moved onto the professional
ranks and are two of seven graduated pitchers,
but this year’s rookie arms — including Grant
Stone, a high school All-Star in Connecticut —
are poised to contribute immediately� The elder
Stone is Harvard’s top returning pitcher after
going 4-2 in eight starts as a freshman.
Continued on Page 20
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Yale
2016: 19-28-1 (11-9 Ivy, Rolfe Division
champion)
Coach: John Stuper (25th season,
458-540-4)
Players to watch: Richard Slenker, sr�,
3B; Scott Politz, soph�, RHP; Benny Wanger
(Waban, Mass.), soph., RHP/1B; Simon
Whiteman (Trumbull, Conn.), soph., IF/OF;
Harrison White, sr., IF; Griffin Dey, soph.,
1B/RHP; Mason Kukowski, jr., RHP/IF; Tim
DeGraw, soph., OF; Brian Ronai (Orange,
Conn.), fr., IF/RHP; Bobby Cecere (Glastonbury, Conn.), fr., RHP
Outlook: The Bulldogs ended
Dartmouth’s eight-year reign atop the Rolfe
Division by winning a one-game playoff
last season, but fell short to Princeton in a
three-game Ivy League championship series.
Slenker is one of several members of that team
looking to build off outstanding summers as
he hit .338 with 31 RBI and 24 runs scored for
the NECBL’s Mystic Schooners, and then posted
nine hits in seven postseason games. After
earning All-Ivy Second Team honors last year,
Slenker was named an NECBL All-Star and the
league’s Most Improved Player. Kukowski also
was a member of Mystic’s title-winning team,
pitching in 10 games after serving in a twoway role on the Elis’ pitching staff a year ago.
White hit .440 with five home runs en route to
earning Pacific Coast Collegiate League MVP
honors, while Wanger was named a Hamptons
League All-Star as a relief pitcher after making
12 pitching appearances and hitting .245 in
106 at-bats as a freshman last spring.

MAAC
Fairfield
2016: 32-26 (17-7 MAAC, first place,
tournament champion)
Coach: Bill Currier (Essex Junction, Vt.,
sixth season, 128-139)
Players to watch: Michael Conti
(Glastonbury, Conn.), sr., IF; Mac Crispino
(Avon, Conn.), sr., OF; John Signore (Wallingford, Conn.), soph., RHP; Gavin Wallace, jr.,
RHP; Kyle Dube (Southington, Conn�), sr�, RHP;
Kevin Radziewicz (Cromwell, Conn.), jr., C;
Troy Scocca, sr., OF; Mike Bonaiuto (Meriden,
Conn.), sr., LHP; Tyler Gambardella, soph., OF;
Dylan Reynolds (Hamden, Conn.), fr., OF
Outlook: No team in New England was
more of a surprise last year than the Stags.
They used an eighth-place projection in the
MAAC as the ultimate motivation and won 32
games en route to their first conference title
since 1993 and a first-ever trip to the NCAA
tournament. This season’s rather experienced
team starts with a starting rotation that is
completely intact, featuring a member of all
three returning classes in Signore, Wallace
and Dube. Signore’s ERA sat at 2.90 and he
walked just eight batters in 832⁄3 innings
last year to lead the MAAC (and, for several
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Zack Short were drafted in June, and twoway player Jesus Medina, first baseman Victor
Sorrento and outfielder Jayson Sullivan all
graduated. Sorrento and Sullivan were the
team’s top two regular hitters a year ago, but
Shaw and Perry are coming off solid seasons
and look to make an even bigger impact�
The pitching staff will have a veteran caller
in Friar whose best season was his last as he
hit .288 to finish third on the team. Brown
is expected to be an impact player as a
freshman with open positions on the infield
after winning two state titles at Rhode Island
power Bishop Hendricken and finishing his
career as a second-team All-State honoree.
It also was announced this offseason that current assistant coach Nick Restaino will replace
Giaquinto as head coach following this
spring, a position he held for seven seasons at
Fordham before joining the Pioneers in 2015.

PATRIOT
Holy Cross
weeks, the nation) in strikeout-to-walk ratio,
while Wallace tied the program’s all-time
wins record with eight in 15 appearances.
On the offensive, Conti ranked second on the
team with a .335 average, while Reynolds
is likely to start right away in the outfield,
helping to fill graduated All-MAAC first-team
selection Jake Salpietro’s void.

Quinnipiac
2016: 21-31 (10-14 MAAC, tied for
eighth place tied)
Coach: John Delaney (Hanson, Mass�,
third season, 50-58)
Players to watch: Matt Batten
(Shelton, Conn.), sr., IF; Mike Palladino, gr.,
OF; Ryan Nelson, gr., IF; Liam Scafariello
(Southington, Conn.), soph., 1B/OF; Taylor
Luciani (Berlin, Conn�), jr�, RHP; Robbie Hitt
(Suffield, Conn.), jr., RHP/IF; Joseph Burns
(Shelton, Conn.), gr., C/IF; Matthew Osieja,
sr�, LHP; Christian Nicolosi, soph�, RHP; Evan
Vulgamore (Bow, N.H.), fr., C/IF
Outlook: The Bobcats posted their second consecutive 20-win season in 2016 but
failed to make a return trip to MAAC postseason play with a pair of key pieces out of the
lineup due to injuries� Palladino (ACL surgery)
and Nelson (broken hand) will provide an
instant spark to the lineup after missing all or
most of last season due to injuries. Palladino
tops the batting order for Delaney’s club and
was an All-MAAC player as a junior, while
both Nelson and Hitt were NECBL All-Stars
for the Danbury Westerners and Ocean State
Waves, respectively� Batten earned that
honor for the second straight year as his
team-leading .344 average and career-high
73 hits were good enough for second-team
honors. Scafariello brings experience to the
club from San Jacinto Community College,
while Nicolosi is expected to make a big step
on the mound�
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 James Karinchak (left) and Nick
Angelini (right) power Bryant.

NORTHEAST
Bryant
2016: 47-12 (26-4 NEC, first place,
tournament champion)
Coach: Steve Owens (seventh season,
226-115-1)
Players to watch: James Karinchak, jr�,
RHP; Nick Angelini (Bedford, N.H.), soph., OF;
Cole Fabio, sr., IF; Mickey Gasper (Merrimack,
N.H.), jr., C; Justin Snyder (Georgetown, Mass.),
jr., LHP; Malik Daley (Northboro, Mass.), jr., OF;
Steve Theetge, soph�, LHP; John Nollet (Storrs,
Conn.), soph., IF; Ross Weiner (Woodbridge,
Conn.), jr., RHP; Jimmy Titus (Stafford, Conn.),
fr., IF/RHP; Ryan Ward (Grafton, Mass.), fr., OF/C
Outlook: New England’s model of
consistency in recent years has resided in
Smithfield, R.I., and last year’s Bulldogs
continued that trend by setting program and
NEC records for victories, leading the nation
with a .867 winning percentage, and earning
a No. 2 regional seed for the first time in program history� Matt Albanese, Robby Rinn and
Brandon Bingel will be hard guys to replace,
but Karinchak will be a centerpiece arm once
again after going 12-3 with an even 2.00 ERA
and a program-record 112 strikeouts to earn
NEC Pitcher of the Year honors. There arguably was no rookie in the region who made
more of an impact than Angelini, who hit
.353 with 26 RBI and 47 runs scored en route
to winning NEC Rookie of the Year. Collegiate
Baseball Newspaper projected Angelini to
win NEC Player of the Year, an honor Rinn
won last year. Other returners of note include
Gasper, who was named Futures League MVP
after hitting .421 for Nashua, and reigning
All-NEC picks Snyder and Theetge.
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Central
Conn. St.
2016: 23-34 (15-17 NEC, fourth place)
Coach: Charlie Hickey (Middletown,
Conn., 18th season, 462-414-5)
Players to watch: Andrew Hinckley
(East Haven, Conn.), sr., IF/RHP; Dean Lockery
(New Haven, Conn.), jr., IF; Franklin Jennings,
sr., IF/OF; Ryan Costello (Wethersfield, Conn.),
jr., IF; Brett Susi (Southington, Conn.), sr., RHP
Outlook: CCSU’s roster was not complete at press time, but the Blue Devils return
a pair of All-NEC selections from a season
ago, including Hinckley who quickly became
one of the region’s top two-way players in
his first season on the New Britain campus.
The UConn-Avery Point transfer was named
a finalist for John Olerud National Two-Way
Player of the Year Award after hitting .283
with a team-high three home runs and 17
RBI while going 8-4 with two saves in 15
appearances, seven of which were complete
games. An All-New England third-team selection, Lockery led CCSU with a .344 average,
32 runs scored and 72 hits.

Sacred
Heart
2016: 30-28 (18-13 NEC, second place)
Coach: Nick Giaquinto (Stratford, Conn.,
29th season, 608-716-2)
Players to watch: Ted Shaw (Southington, Conn.), sr., SS; Alex Perry, jr., CF/
RHP; James Taubl (New Haven, Conn.), jr.,
LHP; Baylor Sundahl, soph., RHP; Jake Friar
(Westport, Mass.), sr., C; Kevin Czapelski, fr.,
IF/RHP; Elijah Brown (Warwick, R.I.), fr., IF
Outlook: The Pioneers will play for their
ninth consecutive trip to NEC postseason play
this spring without a slew of key contributors
as starting pitcher Jason Foley and infielder

2016: 30-27 (14-6 PL, second place,
tournament runner-up)
Coach: Greg DiCenzo (Duxbury, Mass�,
10th season, 221-235-1)
Players to watch: Cam O’Neill (Lynn,
Mass.), jr., IF; Anthony Critelli, sr., 1B;
Brendan King (Brookline, Mass�), sr�, RHP;
Bill Schlich, sr., OF; Thomas Russo (Weston,
Mass.), jr., IF; Josh Hassell, sr., OF; George
Capen, sr., RHP; Justin Finan (Barrington,
R.I.), sr., RHP; Jon Escobar, sr., RHP; Phil
Reese, sr�, RHP; Ben White (Holden, Mass�),
sr., RHP; Danny Barlok (Shrewsbury, Mass.),
soph., RHP; Pat McGowan (Wellesley, Mass.),
soph�, RHP; Seth Learned
(Amherst, N.H.), fr., OF
Hangin’ Out
Outlook: The
With …
Crusaders fell just short
to Navy in a tight, threeHoly Cross
game series for the
pitcher
Patriot League title last
year and have a veteran
Brendan
squad returning to make
King:
another run, especially
on the mound� White
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returns to health and
will team up with King — a Cape League
All-Star with the Falmouth Commodores
this summer — to anchor a pitching staff
that was the PL’s second-best last year. The
club’s three current sophomore arms also
played key roles last season, and Barlok and
McGowan both had sub-3.00 ERAs for the
Futures League’s Worcester Bravehearts. At
the plate, three of the club’s top four hitters
return, although only Schlich eclipsed the
.300 mark. Schlich and Critelli were All-PL
performers in 2016, while O’Neill garnered
NECBL All-Star honors as a member of the
Valley Blue Sox after starting his career
as the PL’s Rookie of the Year. Three of the
Crusaders’ nine freshmen hail from New
England, including Learned, who was named
a Central New England Prep All-Star as a
postgraduate at Worcester Academy after
earning three All-State honors at Souhegan
High School in New Hampshire.
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PROSPECTS PULSE

New England’s MLB draft prospects
2 0 1 7

By Dan Guttenplan

S

everal of New England’s top prospects for the 2017 MLB draft will not be playing much baseball in New England
this spring. With the exception of University of Rhode Island ace Tyler Wilson (Palmer, Mass.) and Boston College sophomore Jacob Stevens (Darien, Conn.),
the prospects at the top of the list will be playing college ball south of the Mason-Dixon Line.
However, if New England fans want to see top prospects on their own home turf, they can check out players such as Bryant University ace James Karinchak (Walden, N.Y.) or Boston College outfielder Donovan Casey (Stratford, N.J.). For the purposes of these rankings, we include only New England natives.

SOUTHERN COMFORT
Jacob Stevens

1

DIGITAL BONUS
 goo.gl/pP5OFw
We highlighted Tyler Wilson as a Cape Cod Baseball
League Player to Watch in our July 2016 issue.

Pitcher | Boston College
Hometown: Darien, Conn�
Bats: Switch | Throws: Right
Height: 6-foot-3 | Weight: 230 pounds
Stevens earned
Freshman Second Team
All-America honors from
D1Baseball and Baseball
America last spring. The
right-handed pitcher
opened the season with
a 29-inning scoreless
streak. He likely will
open this season as
BC’s Friday starter and
will look to improve on
a season in which he
pitched 74⅓ innings and
posted a 4-4 record and
2.54 ERA. He finished
on a high note, earning
the win in the Oxford
Regional championship
against No. 15 Tulane.
DIGITAL BONUS
 goo.gl/eIltKL
Our May 2016 cover story examined Boston College’s
Blueprint, including freshman Jacob Stevens.

3
Eric Espada/BC Athletics

2
URI Athletics

Pitcher | University of Rhode Island
Hometown: Palmer, Mass�
Bats: Leftt | Throws: Left
Height: 6-foot-4 | Weight: 230 pounds
Wilson has
flashed the
potential to
be a majorleague arm
over his first
two seasons at
URI. He was
named Atlantic 10 Pitcher
of the Year
last spring
after posting
a record of 13-1
with a 2.29 ERA
as a sophomore.
He led the nation in wins and had the country’s fifthbest WHIP (0.84). He finished the season by earning
he win in URI’s first-ever NCAA regional victory — a
5-4 upset of sixth-ranked South Carolina.

Will Toffey

Third baseman | Vanderbilt
Hometown: Barnstable, Mass�
Bats: Left | Throws: Right
Height: 6-foot-2 | Weight: 200 pounds
Toffey will
be looking for
a bounce-back
junior season after
going through a
season-long slump
as a sophomore
at Vanderbilt. He
hit .227 — down
almost 70 points
from his freshman
season, when he
earned Freshman
All-America honors.
Toffey played better
on Cape Cod last summer, batting .283 with a teamleading 31 runs scored in 36 games for CCBL champion Yarmouth-Dennis. Now fully recovered from a
foot injury he suffered late in his freshman season,
he could make a move up the board this spring.

Vanderbilt Athletics

Tyler Wilson

DIGITAL BONUS
 goo.gl/p0JDK4
Our June 2016 cover story featured Will Toffey
(and former Vandy teammate Ben Bowden).

Justin Bellinger

4

Duke Athletics

First baseman | Duke
Hometown: Weston, Mass�
Bats: Left | Throws: Left
Height: 6-foot-6 | Weight: 240 pounds
Bellinger broke out during his sophomore
season at Duke, posting a team-leading .336
batting average and a .571
slugging percentage. He
found a place in the middle of
the Blue Devils’ batting order
and hit seven home runs with
32 RBI and a .417 on-base
percentage. The first baseman was selected in the
11th round of the 2014 MLB draft and likely will
have at least one team interested again this year.
DIGITAL BONUS
Our May 2014 cover story profiled Justin Bellinger in his
senior year at St. Sebastians.
 goo.gl/xWwi8i
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PROSPECTS PULSE

New England’s MLB draft prospects

Will Montgomerie

Brendan king

Virginia Tech Athletics

7

10

Pitcher | UConn
Hometown: Lakeville, Conn�
Bats: Right | Throws: Right
Height: 6-foot-3 | Weight: 215 pounds
Montgomerie (below left)
reshaped his body at the college
level, dropping from 230 pounds to
200 as a freshman, and then added
strength as a sophomore to get
back up to 215. He broke out last
spring, going 6-3 with a 3.04 ERA
as a starting pitcher. He followed
that up last summer in the Cape
League with a strong showing with the CCBL champion
Yarmouth-Dennis Red Sox, picking up the Game 3 win
over Chatham in the East Division championship series.

Pitcher | Holy Cross
Hometown: Brookline, Mass�
Bats: Right | Throws: Right
Height: 6-foot-1 | Weight: 200 pounds
King had a standout 2016
season, both with Holy Cross and
the Falmouth Commodores in the
Cape League. During the college
season, King earned first-team
All-Patriot
League honors
Hangin’ Out
by posting a
With …
7-2 record and
Brendan King: 2.84 in 82⅓ innings of work. He
pitched nine innings in Game 1 of
Page 38
the Patriot League championship
series and limited Navy to one run. With Falmouth, he
went 4-0 with a 2.92 ERA and 44 strikeouts in 37 innings.

Packy Naughton

5

DIGITAL BONUS
 goo.gl/QMkTHr
Our April 2014 issue profiled both Packy Naughton
and Joe Freiday as Virginia Tech commitments.

Paul Campbell

6

Pitcher | Clemson
Hometown: Malden, Mass�
Bats: Left | Throws: Right
Height: 6-foot-1 | Weight: 200 pounds
Campbell can ramp up a fastball in the mid-90s but has yet to
make his mark with Clemson. As a
sophomore
last spring,
he posted
an ERA of
11.17 in 12
relief appearances. A Salisbury School
alumnus, Campbell was one
of the top-rated New England
high school prospects in 2014, when
DIGITAL BONUS
he led Salisbury to an
Our April 2014 cover
undefeated 24-0 seastory featured both Paul
son with a 0.83 ERA.
Campbell and Will Toffey
He pitched for the
as seniors at Salisbury.
Newport Gulls in the
 goo.gl/LG0Ggk
NECBL last summer.
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Mickey Gasper

UConn Athletics

Pitcher | Virginia Tech
Hometown: West Roxbury, Mass�
Bats: Right | Throws: Left
Height: 6-foot-2 | Weight: 195 pounds
Naughton also had a bit of
a sophomore slump last spring.
He opened the season as the
Hokies’ Friday starter and
logged a team-high 14 starts,
but struggled to the tune of a
3-7 record and 6.75 ERA. However, he was great last summer
on Cape Cod with the Harwich Mariners, posting a
3-0 record with a 1.68 ERA in 42⅔ innings pitched.
He was a CCBL All-Star after finishing third in the
league in strikeouts (42) and fifth in ERA.

Willy Yahn

8

Infielder | UConn
Hometown: Sharon, Conn�
Bats: Right | Throws: Right
Height: 5-foot-11 | Weight: 186 pounds
Yahn (above right) won’t overly
impress scouts with his size, but his
production last spring and summer
would rival anyone on this list. He
was a Cape League All-Star last
summer after serving as a major
contributor to the Bourne Braves.
He batted .290 primarily out of
the leadoff spot. As a UConn sophomore last spring, he
earned AAC first-team honors with a team-best .319 batting average and conference-leading 88 hits.

David Drouin

9

Pitcher | Hartford University
Hometown: Boscawen, N.H.
Bats: Right | Throws: Right
Height: 6-foot-2 | Weight: 191 pounds
Drouin has battled injuries
throughout his college career, making it difficult for scouts to project
his potential. After a legendary
high school career at Merrimack
Valley in New Hampshire, he suffered a season-ending injury during
his freshman season, forcing him to redshirt in 2015.
DIGITAL BONUS
Last spring, he missed six
Our March 2015 issue
weeks with another injury
profiled Hartford as
but did post a 3.06 ERA in
Pitchers U, including
35⅓ innings of work. He
then-sophomore
had a short stint with the
David Drouin.
Bourne Braves in the Cape
 goo.gl/uFGDdM
League last summer.
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11

Catcher | Bryant University
Hometown: Merrimack, N�H�
Bats: Switch | Throws: Right
Height: 5-foot-10 | Weight: 195 pounds
Gasper earned Futures Collegiate Baseball League MVP
honors last summer while playing
with the Nashua Silver Knights.
He set Futures League singleseason records in batting average (.421), doubles (21) and OPS
(1.258). He added nine home
runs, 42 RBI, 39 runs scored and 39 walks in 48
games. He also had a strong sophomore season
at Bryant, hitting .392 with seven doubles, two
home runs, 22 RBI and 16 runs scored.

David Mackinnon

12

First baseman | Hartford University
Hometown: Easton, Mass�
Bats: Right | Throws: Right
Height: 6-foot-2 | Weight: 200 pounds
MacKinnon is the reigning
America East Scholar-Athlete
of the Year. He became the first
Hartford player to earn America
East Player of the Year recognition last season. He shattered his
own school record with a conferencehigh 85 hits, and led both
the team and the America
East with a .392 batting
average. He holds a 3.94
cumulative grade-point average also is the goalkeeper for the Hartford soccer
team. He was a Cape Cod
League All-Star in 2015.
DIGITAL BONUS
From our May 2016 issue, Hangin’ Out With …
David MacKinnon.
 goo.gl/bD2ArP
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Ryan McAuliffe

16
Joe Freiday Jr.

13

Catcher | Virginia Tech
Hometown: Lakeville, Mass.
Bats: Right | Throws: Right
Height: 6-foot-4 | Weight: 240 pounds
The former Bridgewater-Raynham state-champion catcher may
be looking at a position change
at the next level due to his 6-foot4, 240-pound frame. He earned
the starting job at catcher for
Virginia Tech last spring and hit
.226 with three home runs and 14
RBI in 32 games. He appeared in nine games with
the Chatham Anglers in the Cape League last summer before suffering a broken thumb.

Billy Kleinfeld

Virginia Tech Athletics

Pitcher | St. John’s University
Hometown: North Reading, Mass.
Bats: Right | Throws: Right
Height: 6-foot-4 | Weight: 205 pounds
McAuliffe had a strong
summer on Cape Cod with
a 3-1 record and 2.76 ERA in
29⅓ innings with the Harwich
Mariners. As a junior at St.
John’s last spring, he went 5-2
with a 4.32 ERA in 15 starts.
The North Reading High
alumnus started his college career at Northern Essex Community College, where he earned first-team
NJCAA Division 3 All-America honors in 2015.

Jared Shuster

18

Johnny Adams
St. John's Athletics

14

Shortstop | Boston College
Hometown: Walpole, Mass.
Bats: Right | Throws: Right
Height: 6-foot-1 | Weight: 195 pounds
Adams doesn’t have the size
or tools to draw a lot of scouts to
Chestnut Hill on his own, but he has
proven to be an integral part of a BC
program on the rise. He started all
57 games at shortstop for the Eagles
last fall, and earned a spot on the
Oxford All-Regional team
and Most Valuable Player
DIGITAL BONUS
honors. He has played two
We profiled Johnny
summers on the Cape, earnAdams in our
ing the 10th Player Award in
March 2016 issue.
2015 and the Sportsmanship
 goo.gl/R2AYb0
Award in 2016.

Ben Casparius

17

Pitcher | Staples High (Conn.)
Hometown: Westport, Conn.
Bats: Right | Throws: Right
Height: 6-foot-2 | Weight: 208 pounds
The third baseman and occasional pitcher is committed to
the University of North Carolina.
Projected more as a third baseman, Casparius has clocked a 90mph fastball off the mound. As a
junior at Staples High, Casparius
hit .350 with four home runs. As a
pitcher, he went 2-2 with a 2.30 ERA with 31 strikeouts
in 24 innings pitched. Casparius opted to forego his
senior basketball season to focus on baseball.

Matt Tabor

15

Max Burt

19

Shortstop | Northeastern
Hometown: North Andover, Mass.
Bats: Right | Throws: Right
Height: 6-foot-2 | Weight: 210 pounds
Burt started all 58 games at
shortstop for Northeastern last
spring. He hit .227 in a team-leading 203 at-bats. A strong defensive
player, he tallied a program-record
172 assists. Burt has the type of athleticism scouts covet; he can run
(10 stolen bases as a junior)
and hit for power (12 extraDIGITAL BONUS
base hits). He is NortheastWe featured Max
ern’s only junior captain this
Burt in our August
season after playing with
2016 issue.
the Harwich Mariners in the
 goo.gl/G5fzsB
Cape League last summer.

Chris Murphy

UMaine Athletics

Pitcher | Milton Academy
Hometown: Westford, Mass.
Bats: Right | Throws: Right
Height: 6-foot-2 | Weight: 165 pounds
The right-handed pitcher had a
strong showing last summer at the
Area Code Games in Long Beach,
Calif. Tabor’s strength is his command of a high-80s fastball. He also
boasts a curveball and changeup —
both of which sit in the high 70s. Tabor has strong mechanics and
a quick arm. The highlight
DIGITAL BONUS
of his junior season at Milton
We featured Matt
Academy came when he threw
Tabor in our July
a perfect game against Law2016 issue.
rence Academy. He is commit goo.gl/f6lAqS
ted to Elon University.

Pitcher | Tabor Academy
Hometown: New Bedford, Mass.
Bats: Left | Throws: Left
Height: 6-foot-2 | Weight: 195 pounds
Shuster, who committed to
Wake Forest last summer, is
viewed as more of a college prospect unless he shows improvement in his off-speed pitches
this spring. Still, there’s plenty of
upside for a left-handed power
pitcher who went 2-1 with a 1.88
ERA and 24 strikeouts in 26 innings for Tabor last
spring. Shuster’s fastball sits in the low-90s, and it
could improve as he adds strength at the college level.

20

Pitcher | University of Maine
Hometown: Billerica, Mass.
Bats: Right | Throws: Right
Height: 6-foot-5 | Weight: 270 pounds
Murphy is a bit of a wild card in that he possesses a highoctane fastball — but not much to show for it in terms of results at
the college level. The big right-hander was a pro prospect coming out of Billerica
High in 2014, when he earned a selection by the Toronto Blue Jays in the 29th
round. He chose to go to Maine, and received his first opportunity to pitch as a sophomore last spring. He went 0-4 with a 6.05 ERA and 54 strikeouts in 41⅔ innings.
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BASEBALLTOWN

AT A GLANCE
Location

Pittsfield is located in the far western part
of Massachusetts. It is the largest city in
Berkshire County�

Population
About 44,000

About town

Pittsfield was settled in 1752 and incorporated in 1761. It was named after British
politician and nobleman William Pitt. In
2004, a document produced by baseball
historian John Thorn, from a town council
bylaw in 1791, mentions “baseball,” which
would make it the earliest reference to the
sport�

Local legends

Herman Melville lived in Pittsfield for 13
years, writing his most famous novel, “Moby
Dick,” during that time� Poet Henry Wadsworth Longfellow owned a home in the
city� Longtime Massachusetts congressman
Silvio O. Conte grew up in town.
— MIKE ZHE

24

Town's legacy spans generations
of baseball achievements — from
Wahconah Park to the big leagues
n

By Mike Zhe
In a decade as the general manager of
the Texas Rangers, Tom Grieve worked
against deadlines all the time, trade ones
and others.
But to this day, one deadline that’s
stayed fresh in his mind is the one he
and his Pittsfield High School classmates faced once baseball season began
in the spring of 1966.
“We had good football teams, real
good basketball teams that never won,”
Grieve said recently from Texas. “We
never seemed to reach our potential. Going into our senior year (of baseball), we
knew it was our last chance and our last
sport. We all loved our coach (the late
Buddy Pellerin) and we wanted to do it
because we wanted to put a smile on his
face.”
Grieve was slated to be back in Western Mass., on Jan. 26, to be inducted into
the Western Mass. Baseball Hall of Fame
during a ceremony at the La Quinta Inn
& Suites in Springfield. But it’s hardly his
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first time back to the region.
Every five years since
that 1966 season — when
Pittsfield did, in fact, win the
state title — Grieve and his former teammates and friends get together for a reunion to catch up and reminisce about
the special time.
“I think the fact that we’ve done that
shows how meaningful that is to all of
us,” said Grieve, who went on to play
nine big-league seasons, mostly with the
Rangers, and has spent the past two decades as a broadcaster for them.
Baseball in Pittsfield has a long and
rich history, with new chapters still being written at Wahconah Park, which
will celebrate its 100th birthday in 2019.
The programs at Pittsfield High
School and Taconic High School still
are producing winners, with players
who’ve come up through a consolidated,
city-wide Little League (due to a 2015
restructuring; the city had four Little
Leagues when Grieve was playing).
Both Division 1 teams are members
of the Berkshire County League’s North
Division and the rivalry has traded advantages back and forth. They play each
other twice a year, with one game typically at Wahconah Park in May.
“The Wahconah Park game serves as

an opportunity to not only showcase
the rivalry, but we also
have turned it into an alumni day featuring a PHS vs.
Taconic alumni game following
the high school varsity contest,”
wrote Jim Abel, athletic director for the
two high schools, in an email. “The alumni festivities help draw a crowd, increase
support of the current student-athletes
and keep the community connected.”
Pellerin, who passed away last July,
was inducted into the Massachusetts
Baseball Coaches Hall of Fame in 1988,
one of three Pittsfield High coaches to
receive that honor.
“I never met anybody, before that or
after that, who had a greater passion for
the game or enjoyed teaching it more
than Buddy,” Grieve said.
Art Fox was the first inductee from
Pittsfield. The other was Bob Moynihan, who stepped down in 2015 after 33
years as head coach, with four Western
Mass. titles and more than 400 wins to
his name.
“From my perspective, Buddy Pellerin
was an icon in Pittsfield and everybody
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Photo/Pittsfield Suns

Pittsfield, Mass.

New England Baseball Journal profiles
the baseball history and passion
of towns around New England.
wanted to play for him,” said Tom Rizzo, ly appreciate his No. 1 asset.
who starred at Taconic in the 1980s,
“We’d all watch the hitting so we had
went on to play at North Adams State no idea how great he was defensively,”
and then for three years in the Atlanta Grieve said. “There were probably five
Braves organization, and coaches Babe guys on his team that were better hitters.”
Ruth teams in town.
Turk Wendell, who pitched in the majors
Two years ago, Rizzo managed a team for 11 seasons with the Cubs, Mets, Phillies
of 15-year-old All-Stars to state and re- and Rockies — and became one of the first
gional titles, and a spot in the World Se- outspoken critics of the game’s steroid era
ries in Lawrenceburg, Tenn.
— is a Pittsfield native who played at Wah“They came up together; they were so conah High School in Dalton.
easy to coach because they knew each
Grieve was drafted in the first round
other and knew how to do things,” Rizzo by the Washington Senators in 1966,
said. “For some reason, they’ve always before the team relocated to Texas. His
had athletes around here, especially for nine-year career, almost all with the
baseball.”
Rangers, saw him hit 65 home runs, inSince 2012, Wahconah Park also has cluding 20 in 1976, his best season. He
been the home of the Pittsfield Suns of and his son, Ben, became the first fathe Futures League, a
ther-son combo to both be
summer showcase for
drafted in the first round.
some of the region’s betThe elder Grieve was a
ter collegiate prospects.
Yankees fan growing up,
Last summer, nearly
one reason his fondest
1,800 fans a night turned
playing memory involved
out for games, making
him grounding out to
the Suns the league’s secshortstop in his first bigond-highest draw.
league at-bat in 1970, as
“The fans and the coma member of the Senamunity in this area, they
tors, who were managed
really embrace the ballat the time by Ted Wilpark and baseball in genliams.
eral,” Suns assistant GM
“My first game when
Kristen Huss said. “EveryI got called up to the big
where you go around here,
leagues was in Yankee
everybody has a baseball
Stadium,” he said. “I was
story or a memory of
in the on-deck circle and
Wahconah Park.”
I could remember hearing
The city has a long his(longtime public address
tory of minor-league tenannouncer) Bob Sheppard
ants at the ballyard, from
announcing, ‘Number sevthe Double-A Pittsfield
en, Mickey Mantle.’ Then
Red Sox (1965-69) to the
to walk up to the plate
Single-A Pittsfield Mets
and hear him announcing
(1989-2000) to the shortthe same thing with my
lived Can-Am franchise
name … my parents were in
that former Red Sox
the front row. Without a
GM and current Orioles  Tom Grieve (top) and Mark
doubt, my most meaningGM Dan Duquette, a na- Belanger carved out notable
ful memory as a majormajor-league careers.
tive of neighboring Dalleaguer.”
ton, helped bring to town in 2010.
For the past 22 years, Grieve has been
But it wasn’t just Wahconah Park the Rangers’ television color analyst,
where the sport was on display.
after a front-office career that saw him
“Everybody played baseball,” Grieve wear a variety of hats. His workload has
recalled. “I was lucky to grow up in a decreased the last few years and this
neighborhood with 15 or 20 kids all with- year he plans to call between 75-80 of the
in the same range of age. We played a lot games, “which is perfect for this stage of
at the school park, no umpires, just make my career,” he said.
our rules and play all day.”
A long career, and a fulfilling one.
The path to the big leagues was
“I can’t really look back and say I’d
paved by another native, the late Mark wanted to do anything different,” he said.
Belanger, who signed with the Baltimore
Or started anyplace else.
Orioles out of Pittsfield High School in
“It was always about baseball here,”
1962 and would play 18 major-league Rizzo said. “It wasn’t about lacrosse or
seasons, winning eight Gold Gloves at soccer or anything else. It was about
shortstop.
baseball.”
Belanger was a two-sport star, the
school’s first 1,000-point scorer in bas@MikeZhe603
ketball and a superb pitcher, even if the
mzhe@baseballjournal�com
younger kids watching him couldn’t ful-
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2017 TOURNAMENT SCHEDULE
HAS BEEN RELEASED

May 26th-29th

April 28th-30th Wounded Warrior Spring Classic
10u, 11u, 12u, 13u and 14u
15th Annual New England Baseball Journal- Memorial Day Tournament
10u, 11u, 12u, 13u and 14u
June 9th-11th Super East Summer Classic
10u, 11u, 12u, 13u, 14u, 15u, 16u

June 23rd-25th New England College Showcase Tournament-Sponsored by NE BB Journal

July 6th-9th

16u, 18u
Mizuno New England/Mid Atlantic Championships (5 game min)
13u, 14u, 15u, 16u, 18u
July 28th-30th Beast Of The Super East
10u, 11u, 12u, 13u, 14u, 15u, 16u

WWW.SUPEREASTBASEBALL.COM
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BATS

SWING

TIMES

I

By Phil Shore
N HIS BOOk “Baseball: Our
Game,” baseball expert and
author John Thorn wrote,
“Baseball is not a conventional
industry. It belongs neither to
the players nor management,
but to all of us. It is our national pastime, our national symbol, and our national treasure.”
An editorial review of the book on Amazon says it is a “loving mini-history of the
American game.” It was written in 1995.
As the “national pastime,” the game has so
much history, and the baseball bat is part of
it. The most famous bat, the Louisville Slugger, debuted in 1884, and that wasn’t even
close to being the first bat made.
The sport of baseball is only getting older,
but that doesn’t mean the equipment needs
to be outdated. Therefore, 2017 will continue
to see innovations to the ubiquitous and
iconic baseball bat.
“Players want quality and performance
more than ever,” said Jay Helmick, senior
vice president at Axe Bats. “That’s the mandate we hear from the market and what we
strive to deliver daily with Axe Bat. Our goal
is always to give the player something better,
whether that’s a handle that fits more naturally in their hand, a barrel technology that
advances the benefits of one-sided hitting,
or an angled end cap that enables a more

balanced swing weight.”
In 2009, Baden Sports and New York
woodworker Bruce Leinert came together
to create the Axe Bat, a bat with a handle
shaped like an ax. The design both reduces
pressure on the hands while also serving as
a teaching tool when a player is not using
the proper technique.
The Axe Bat broke from the traditional
style of a bat, and the company still looks at
new ways to improve the tool.
“In 2017, we added our angled, HyperWhip end cap to nearly every bat in our line,
giving players increased balance and better
bat speed,” Helmick said. “We also greatly
expanded the number of bats on which we
offer our Endogrid, vibration-dampening
technology, making the Axe handle even
more comfortable to swing.
“We’ve only scratched the surface of
what’s possible with one-sided hitting, so
our development in that area is going to be
fun to watch,” he added. “The Axe handle
also is something we’re continuing to test
and refine. You will likely see more innovation on that front as well. We believe more
strongly than ever that the Axe handle enables a quicker, more powerful, and more efficient swing.”
The design of the bat or how it is made
aren’t the only changes happening in 2017.
Old Hickory partnered with West Coast
company Zepp to bring the Smart Bat to
market.
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Innovations
to the iconic
baseball bat
continue
to improve
quality and
performance
— all aimed
to better
players’
swings

“The Smart Bat, we can do it with any of
our wood bats, it has a sensor mount embedded into the knob of the bat,” said Travis Copley, the vice president of sales and marketing of Old Hickory Bats. “It links with any
mobile device. Zepp has a free app that you
download. It Bluetooth-syncs with the sensor in the bat. As you swing, it will give you
measurements such as bat speed, maximum
hand speed, time to impact, bat angle at impact and attack angle. It does a 3D swing
tracker, so you’ll get a visual of your swing.
“You can also film your swing,” he added.
“You’ll see your swing and all the metrics. Zepp
has also integrated their pro guys and has videos with training tutorials. You’ll be able to
pull up (Los Angeles Angels outfielder Mike)
Trout’s swing and compare your swing to (his).”

M

UCH LIkE Axe Bat and
its angled handle design,
the sensor Zepp and Old
Hickory is using is not
entirely new. Previously,
the company used an external sensor that
attached to the bat, but it affected the feel of
the handle.
Copley also said the embedded sensor
does not change the balance or performance
of the bat.
“As far as the weight goes, it doesn’t add
anything,” he said. “The cavity it sits in is a
Continued on Page 31
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Presented by
Old Hickory Bat Company
www.oldhickorybats.com

Sam Bat
www.sambat.com

MT27

SAM 97

The game model of Mike Trout! The MT27 features great balance combined with a long
barrel and a thin handle. Available in maple, ash and birch; can be engraved with Mike’s
name or yours! Shown in Mike Trout’s game colors, black barrel and an unfinished
handle� MSRP: $135 for maple and birch, $105 for ash

The SAM 97 celebrates our 20-year history. Sam created the first maple bat in 1997. Players
transitioning from metal to wood will love the tapered barrel that makes for an easy swinging, light feeling model using dense powerful wood. MSRP: $139.95

YP66
The YP66 is Old Hickory’s
newest addition!
Long barrel with a
medium handle, the
YP66 has incredible
balance and maximum pop! Shown
in our new Cherry
finish barrel and
a natural handle�
Available in maple,
ash and birch�
MSRP: $125 for
maple and birch,
$95 for ash

2K1
A record-holding bat! Developed by Sam for Barry Bonds, this is the
bat that holds the world records: 73 home runs in a season and 762
career home runs. The iconic profile of the 2K1 is easy to recognize.
The 2K1 is known for its
distinctive flared knob
designed by Sam for
Bonds to be the same
size as a baseball in your
hand. A superbly wellbalanced bat with a big
barrel, the 2K1 comes
in the signature cherry
handle and black barrel
design. For a similar
profile with a different
knob, see the B1. This
model is also known as
the 73.
MSRP: $149.95
custom

9914
BBCOR
Old Hickory’s 9914
BBCOR aluminum
bat is a solid, onepiece bat, manufactured using Old
Hick’s own series7
alloy. The 9914
features Precision
Balancing and Variable Wall Technology
for incredible feel
and performance.
Available in 31
inches through 34
inches� Made in
the USA. MSRP:
$199.99

MC1
Confidence is power
when you’re out to win
the Triple Crown! This
bat is the result of many
iterations, developed
over time between the
player and our expert
carver. The bell-shaped
knob transitions to a
strong handle and big
barrel. Chase your own
records with a recordbreaking bat� All Sam
Bats are crafted from
professional-grade hard
rock maple for outstanding strength, longevity
and performance.
MSRP: $149.95 custom
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When Professional Baseball player Pete Tucci
was selected as the number one draft pick for
the Toronto Blue Jays, his mind was focused
on something few of his peers ever think
about: PHYSICS!

knowledge, he would rub his team issue bats
with steel burnishing, using this homemade
process to compress the wood and thus infuse
it with greater power and resilience. In 2001,
this led to 30 homers and 127 RBI's.

Speciﬁcally, how the young outﬁelder/home
run slugger could draw more power out of
what others viewed as a bat but he viewed as
the Ultimate Weapon. Based on instinct and

Fifteen years after Pete's playing days were cut
short due to injury, he is using the same process
on the bats used by over 160 Pro Players.

Steel burnished finish

tuccilimited.com
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Cooperstown Bat Company
www.cooperstownbat.com

BATS

Presented by

Rawlings Sporting Goods
www.rawlings.com

CB271

CS5PL — Corey Seager Gameday Profile

All Cooperstown Bats come from hand-split billets, which are the highest quality in the industry.
The CB271 model is made from high-density wood featuring a medium barrel and pro cup to give
a balanced swing resulting in a quicker bat and more power. Great for contact or power hitters.
All maple and birch bats have the pro ink dot on the handle. Pro bats are available in lengths 29
inches to 35 inches and in maple, birch and ash. MSRP: $70 – $120

Gameday profile of NL Rookie of the Year Corey Seager. Pro Grade Maple with Ink Dot — 2½inch barrel diameter, 15/16-inch handle diameter. Available sizes 32-34 inches. Backed by a
30-day replacement warranty. MSRP: $139.99

CBI13

MM13PL —
Manny Machado
Gameday Profile

All Cooperstown Bats come from
hand-split billets, which are the
highest quality in the industry�
The CBI13 has a longer handle
that flairs into the knob with a
beefy barrel and pro cup. Great
for power hitters looking for an
end-loaded swing weight. All
maple and birch bats have the
pro ink dot on the handle� Pro
bats are available in lengths 29
inches to 35 inches and in maple,
birch and ash�
MSRP: $70 – $120

Gameday profile of Manny Machado. Pro
Grade Maple with Ink Dot — 2 3/8-inch barrel
diameter, 15/16-inch handle diameter. Available sizes 32-34 inches. Backed by a 30-day
replacement warranty. Smart bat enabled,
which allows for a Zepp hitting sensor to be
inserted directly into the knob (sensor sold
separately)� MSRP: $139.99

CB-YOUTH
2.25
Made out of the same high
quality wood that we use for
our pro bats. The CB-Youth
bats are made to Little League
regulations: 2 1/4-inch barrel,
1-inch handle. Lengths are
available from 26 inches to
32 inches and weights are
minus-5. Choose from stock
colors or create your own
custom combination� Available
in maple, birch and ash
MSRP: $45

R141MV —
Maple Ace
Velo141 Profile
Rawlings High Grade Maple Ace with
Ink Dot. Balanced 141 Velo Profile.
Available sizes 32-34 inches. Includes
ultra-thin tack grip. MSRP: $79.99

30%
DISCOUNT
CODE
NEBJ2017

WWW.MDSBASEBALLBATS.COM

PRO PLAYER DAVID PERALTA

Is Your Game Worth It?
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Customize Your Glove
Just Like the Pros!
customgloves.rawlings.com
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Axe Bat

www.tuccilimited.com

www.axebat.com

HyperWhip Fusion L138E (BBCOR)

TL-Tulo Game Day
Signature Series (TL-271)
The TL-Tulo Signature Series bat is patterned after the gameday model of Troy Tulowitzki’s
bat. The TL-271 model is complete with Tulo’s engraved signature, color combination and
custom knob sticker� MSRP: $159.95 ($109.95 youth)

TL-Panda Game Day
Signatures Series
(TL-PS48)
The TL-Panda Signature
Series bat is patterned
after the gameday
model of Pablo Sandoval.
The TL-PS48 model is
complete with Pablo’s
engraved signature, color
combination and custom
knob sticker�
MSRP: $159.95
($109.95 youth)

Get more speed and control with the most balanced one-piece BBCOR bat in the Axe lineup.
The HyperWhip Fusion Barrel transitions from alloy to carbon fiber 3 inches from the tip for a
faster, more balanced swing weight. MSRP: $299.99

MB50 L145E
(Senior Youth)
Inspired and approved by MVP
runner-up Mookie
Betts, the MB50
delivers speed and
control in a one-piece,
alloy construction� This
limited-edition, big
barrel bat features an
angled, HyperWhip
end cap for improved
balance and Betts’
preferred Lizard Skins
Bat Grip�
MSRP: $129.99

Pro Hard
Maple
L118
(Wood)
TL-JA27
Pro Select
Limited
Like all Tucci Limited Bats,
the TL-JA27-M is made
from hand-split wood
and is treated with our
unique steel burnishing
process which hardens
the bat resulting in more
pop. This bat features
a larger 2½-inch barrel
with a medium 1-inch
handle and a slightly
flared knob�
MSRP: $159.95
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Get a better grip
with the only handle
designed for your
swing. The Axe handle
delivers more speed
and control, better
power transfer, and
improved comfort.
Made from a single
billet of pro-grade
hard maple, the L118
features a 271 turn for
balanced power.
MSRP: $119.99

Free digital subscription at baseballjournal.com/free
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Continued from Page 26

wash. Durability-wise, it’s in the area of the
bat least common to see breakage, so we’re
not worried about the bat breaking around
it. The sensor has been designed to withstand the rigors of a bat used to hit.”
As technology becomes more abundant and everything has some kind of
Bluetooth connection — there’s even the
Samsung Android Oven, which allows
you to control the temperature and cooking time with your phone, and can tell you
how many calories are in your meal — using those capabilities with the baseball bat
was a strong desire for Old Hickory Bats.
“Everything now has gone digital or is
advanced technologically,” Copley said.
“I have two boys that play baseball. To
incorporate their phone or iPad to take
some swings had been great. They want
to go hit more and swing more, and watch
the videos to compare it to other players.
“As a company, we’re excited about
the Smart Bat,” he added. “It furthers
us into the evolution of the game. As
more kids get their hands on it, we can
say we’re the first company to produce a

Smart Bat.”
Currently, the Smart Bat is not authorized to be used in most leagues, Major
League Baseball included, so it is a training bat. The technology, however, is a
benefit to players and their preparation
for the games.
Axe Bat also is launching training
bats of its own.
“We announced our first overloadunderload bats — Axe Bat Speed Trainers — along with a partnership with
Driveline Baseball to create programs
for improving bat speed, quickness and
power,” Helmick said. “The bats will sell
with Driveline’s programs as a system,
and begin shipping this spring.”
While part of the current innovations is for the purpose of adapting the
old-fashioned baseball bat to meet the
demands of the digital age, the biggest
reason for change always will be to improve player performance.
“Axe Bat is excited to be making a positive impact on the games of baseball and
fast pitch,” Helmick said, “making better
bats, which leads to better swings.”
@PShore15
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THE AXE Handle

Designed to fit your hands, the
Axe handle is the only grip
engineered for the swing

MY

CY

CMY

K

HYPERWHIP PROFILE

HyperWhip angled end cap
shaves unnecessary weight from
the non-hitting side, improving
balance for more bat speed

BLASTWALL

The BlastWall barrel, built for
one-sided hitting, delivers the
biggest competitive advantage
allowed within the rules

Speed, control and monster barrels
2017 models shipping now
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TYLER’S JOURNAL

On training, sports science and the Super Bowl
By Dan Guttenplan

A

TYLER's
JOURNAL

What type of sports science
technology are you using?
“They have a lot of different things. They measure heart
rate and calories burnt. We wear
monitors during workouts to give
immediate feedback on heart
rate, ground force and different
percentages. We also do a lot in
terms of tracking recovery so
they can find out what we need in
terms of healing. Some days, it might be
the cold tub, others it might be the hot
tub, a massage or a foam roller. It gives
feedback on where my body is that day
and, specifically, what I need to do to
recover quicker. So, that’s important
for pitchers to know what they’ll need
for recovery during the season. It also
gives feedback on how to sleep better
so we can recover better and take that
out to the field.”

uburn, Mass., native Tyler Beede
finished his second
full season as a proExclusive commentary for
fessional baseball
New England Baseball Journal
player in the San Francisco Giants’
organization in September.
by Tyler Beede (Auburn, Mass�)
Playing the full season with the
Giants’ Double-A affiliate — the
Richmond Flying Squirrels — Beede take yourself to that next level. It’s such
pitched his way to the ERA (2.81) title a huge focus for me because I know the
in the Eastern League. The Lawrence benefits it has on my body. The stronAcademy (Mass.) alumnus and former ger the foundation I build, the better off
Vanderbilt University right-hander is I’ll be.”
rated the Giants’ No. 1 prospect accordWhat are the accommodations like
ing to Baseball America.
at a prospect camp? Do you live with
Are you starting to ramp up the other players for a couple of weeks?
“They put up 15 to 20 players in a howorkouts in preparation for spring
tel for three weeks. We’ll head home for
training?
“I’ve been out in Arizona for a week- a couple of weeks, and then spring trainHow does your sports science
and-a-half — working out every day and ing officially starts Feb. 13.”
feedback
compare to what you were
throwing. This is the second year I’ve
getting
last
year?
How do they determine which playdone this as part of the Giants prospect
“They’ve
added a couple of new
camp and the third year I’ve come here ers to invite to the January camp?
things,
but
for
the most part, they kept
“For the most part, I believe they’re
in January.”
track
of
it
the
whole year. It’s been a
focused on the prospect list. They insteady
incline
of
improvements with the
I was reading the other day that vite the top organizational prospects.
aerobic
conditioning
and heart rate. Obyou were voted the organization’s It’s about how the front office and playviously,
the
heart
rate
is not in the same
hardest worker in this camp last year. er development staff views the players.
place
it
was
at
the
end
of last season,
Do you enjoy this part of the season It’s an opportunity for the strength and
but
it’s
good
to
see
how
hard
I’m workalmost as much as pitching? I would conditioning staff to work with a playing
myself.
We’re
a
step
ahead
of other
think the results offer more of a di- er on a 1-on-1 basis and get him preorganizations
in
terms
of
strength
and
rect correlation between hard work pared for the season. It doesn’t mean
conditioning
and
keeping
guys
healthy.”
and success than you experience on that they don’t want to work with anyone else. It’s just a
the mound.
Have you designated an area of
chance to experi“Absolutely, it’s the most
your
game you’d like to improve, or
ence the sports
important time of year in
set
any
individual goals for 2017?
science technolterms of what we want to
“Everything’s
pretty simple. My goal
ogy that they
see at the end of the year
is
not
to
miss
any
starts, and go out and
have available to
in terms of production and
compete
every
time
I get the ball. I don’t
players.”
staying healthy. You’re in the
weight room putting in the
work, and putting in the hours
to get your arm in the right
shape. The goal is always to
Check out all of Tyler’s Journals and all of our coverage of
pitch and play 162 games. This
Beede in our digital edition archives at goo.gl/uFqkna.
is the time when you can really

NEBJ DIGITAL BONUS

like to put any big expectations on myself. I did that in college, and it didn’t
work out so well. I just want to put the
team in position to win every time out,
and let the rest take care of itself. I think
it will be a good year.”
Do you get the back-to-school jitters before the start of spring training? It seems like it would be a mix of
emotions — excitement because this
is another opportunity to fulfill your
lifelong dream, but also disappointment because it’s back to the grind of
a baseball season and long bus rides.
“No, I’m pretty psyched about it. I’ve
had the itch for a while now — since I’ve
been throwing back in December. It’s
another year, and I’m even more comfortable. I’m definitely ready to get out
there and see some new faces and the
old guys. It’s going to be fun. There’s no
question, I’m ready to go.”
What do you have planned for the
two weeks between prospect camp
and spring training?
“Go back to Houston and continue to
work out, ramp up the bullpen sessions a
little more. I’ll continue to get my body
in shape.”
No Patriots playoff games?
“I went to the Patriots-Jets game on
Christmas Eve with my cousin. That was
a blowout. I’m planning to go to the Super Bowl. If the Patriots go, I will 100 percent go. If they don’t, I may not.”
How’d you get tickets?
“My dad is good friends with someone who is working the pre-Super Bowl
events. He’s going to work a few events
and help organize things in Houston.
She had tickets to give. My dad is going
to pull off the connection.”
@tylerbeede
feedback@baseballjournal.com

FREE DIGITAL
SUBSCRIPTION

Sign up today to receive NEBJ in your inbox
every month: baseballjournal.com/free
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ROAD TO RECOVERY

Doug Willey’s Rehab Journal

Words of encouragement

I

’m slowly starting to feel like a
baseball player again. I am so
close to get back to throwing, it’s
crazy!
At the end of last month’s column, I was eight weeks out, and now I
have only two weeks left of therapy — on
the brink of becoming a ballplayer again!
It feels surreal honestly. The time has
flown by so far in the process
that it’s hard to believe.
I have found the toughest
struggle — but most important thing — throughout this
process so far is patience.
Due to the rehab protocol being so long, usually around a
12-month window for most to
get back to fully recovered acDOUG
tivity, and everything in rehab
progressing week by week,
there have been times when
I’ve had to calm myself down a little bit because I’ve begin to get extremely anxious.
Like I mentioned in my last column,
the battle with your mind is no joke. There
are days my body and arm have felt good,
days I’ve felt really sore and tender, days
I’ve struggled with an increase in the
weight of the rehab exercises, but even
more days where I feel motivated and excited. It might sound cliché or corny, but
every rep I do, I tell myself it’s for a purpose and I’m getting better.
For almost every who plays this game,
the ultimate dream and goal is to play
in the big leagues. I’ve always wanted to
make it all the way, so when I really need
to dig deep and finish my exercises, or I
have trouble waking up in the morning to
make breakfast before I need to be at the
complex, which is a 5:45 a.m. alarm every

day, I repeatedly ask myself, “How bad do
you want it, Doug. Do you wanna make
the big leagues?”
I ask myself over and over again, and motivate myself, and push through those last
reps that I momentarily thought I couldn’t
finish, and even do an extra one … and then I
wake up every morning when my alarm goes
off. I get up and get ready to win the day.
Find your fuel in your life, whether it
is in baseball, another sport, your job, or
anything other aspect of your life. Push
through it and really dig deep and use your
dream as your motivation.
Of course, there will be
times when you’re struggling,
and you will doubt yourself
sometimes, but sooner or later, there will be a moment or
event in time when you get a
serious pick-me-up. My pickme-up was pretty cool.
I believe one of the key moments and pick-me-ups so far
was meeting our big-league
manager, Mike Scioscia, in Arizona at our spring training complex during
one of my rehab days early on in my recovery. It was one of the days where my body
was honestly exhausted and mentally I was
in a bit of a rough patch questioning and
wondering if everything would work out. As
I’m getting treatment that day on one of the
treatment tables, Mike Scioscia walks in and
comes right over to me. Internally, I knew he
was going to be around the complex that day
but wasn’t sure what I would say to the guy if
I had the chance to meet him.
Sure enough, he walks right over to
me, taps me on the back and said, “What
do we have going on over here?” He’s a
large human being. You can tell he’s a big
guy seeing him on TV, but standing next
to him, you really see that he’s a big dude!
I replied to him, “Oh, just getting some
treatment, sir. I just had Tommy John

DOUG WILLEY is a native of Shelburne,
N.H., and was a 32nd-round draft pick of the
Los Angeles Angels in June 2016. He made
17 appearances for the Orem Owlz in the Pioneer League before undergoing Tommy John
surgery in September. Doug was a three-time
All-State pitcher at Gorham (N.H.) High,
and played three seasons at Franklin Pierce,
where he is the program’s all-time leader
in appearances, before transferring to the
University of Arkansas in 2015. He led the
Razorbacks with a team-high 26 appearances
in 2016. He currently is rehabbing in Arizona.

Matt Brown/Angels Baseball LP/Getty Images

Eager to throw again, prominent
pick-me-up helps me stay on track
n

WILLEY

Learn to Play like the Pros!
Hi4ng Academy @ Belmont Hill on March 4, 5, 11, 12
Spring Training @ Rivers School (full indoor turf!)
on March 24, 25, 26
Sessions for Grades 3-7 and 8-12

508-588-0772

www.sweetswingbaseball.net

pretty recently.”
Then he asked, “Oh, how’s everything
going. How are you feeling?” I couldn’t
believe I was having a conversation with
the guy. “I’m feeling really good, everything is going great and soon I’ll be
throwing again.”
Then he smiled and patted me on the
back and said “Hey, its all gonna be just

WWW.TEAM-DEFENDER

CAMPS, CLINICS, PRIVATE LESSONS

 Angels manager Mike Scioscia told Doug
Willey, ‘This is just a bump in the road.’

fine. Do everything the doctors and trainers tell you, and work hard in everything
you do. We’ve had a lot of guys make the
big leagues after Tommy John. This is
just a bump in the road.”
Definitely one of the coolest moments
of my life. This was a serious pick-me-up
that day. Hearing your big-league manager say that everything would be OK was
really awesome. Obviously, it’s no guarantee that I’ll make the big leagues, but
hearing him say that guys who previously
had been in my shoes got rid of any doubt
that I previously had.
So, whenever I find myself slip into a
negative mindset, I just remember what
he told me and it’s helped me stay on
track. I have only a couple more weeks
left until I get a baseball back in my hand
and I’m throwing again.
I’m really anxious to see how it feels
and where the ball ends up! I’m guessing I’ll spike it into the ground, but others
think I’ll throw it 10 feet over my partner’s
head. Wherever it goes, I know it’s going
to feel good!
@Doug_Willey
feedback@baseballjournal.com

WE HAVE ONE JOB: PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT IN YOU

Thumb Guard

Defends against hypertension | Padding on the fingers and palm

USED BY
THE PROS
Order for your catchers
256-710-6515
info@team-defender.com
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BASEBALL NUTRITION

Try something new

W

hether you’re running 60 feet or 90
feet between bases,
you’re never too
young or too old
to try something new — in this case, I
mean new foods. Recently, I’ve received
a number of phone calls
from parents in search of nutrition counseling for their
players whom they describe
as “picky eaters.”
When trying new foods,
there are a few things to
consider:
1. Understand how this
new food can benefit your
JULIE
health and your performance. Doing so will hopefully motivate you to try it
willingly and with an open mind.
2. Start with one small bite. Eating
just one bite the first time you try a new
food is considered a success.
3. Know that it is doubtful that you
are going to put a new food in your
mouth, especially foods such as broccoli
or salmon, and exclaim how delicious it
is or that you can’t believe that you’ve
been missing this food for so long.
More likely is a scenario where you put
it into your mouth, get a quick read on
taste and texture (not so bad), chew

a bit, force yourself to keep chewing
and gulp-big swallow. That’s OK. You
did it! And the next time you try it,
it’ll be more familiar and easier to eat.
You might even be able to have two or
three bites … and you’ll feel good about
doing so because you know that real
food nourishes your body
and your brain and will help
power your performance for
baseball and for school.
Recently I brought bone
broth, courtesy of Lily’s
Ladle (lilysladle.com) to the
Dunkin’ Donuts Center for
Providence Bruins players
and staff to try. Only a few of
them had had it before, so we
had a lot of fun with it. Lily
met me with two piping-hot
carafes, one filled with chicken bone
broth and one with beef bone broth.
After practice, the players, coaches and
staff, filled small cups with broth and
sipped while I explained the many benefits of bone broth. They loved it.
After all, bone broth tastes just like
soup broth — and we now know that
chicken soup is not just good for the
soul, it actually can help fight infection
and make you feel better when you have
a cold. Chicken soup contains cysteine,
which thins mucus and makes it easier

Bone broth offers tasty
choice to fight off infections
n

for the body to expel either when blowing your nose or coughing. Once players
tried their first-choice broth, most of
them were curious about the other flavor
and tried that, too. It was a huge hit and
bone broth is bound to become a routine
for these guys. Have you ever tried it?
One trademark of a good bone broth
is that, when refrigerated, it will congeal and look more like gelatin. That’s
a good sign of high-collagen content.
Bone broth is very easy to make or can
be purchased frozen. It’s a hearty food
and isn’t delicate. It can be heated,
reheated or — one of my favorites —
refrozen in ice-cube trays so small
amounts are available for use when
cooking, especially when sautéing veggies such as broccoli or searing salmon.
Yum!
#FueltheChampionWithin

NICOLETTI

Bone broth benefits
 South American proverb: “Good broth will
resurrect the dead�”
 Reduces joint inflammation and pain
 Heals and seals gut, promotes healthy digestion
 Decreases risk of cold, flu

Julie Nicoletti is a nationally recognized sports nutritionist who
specializes in coaching student and professional athletes to
optimize performance and minimize the risk of injury through
nutrition. As the founder of Kinetic Fuel Performance Based
Nutrition, Julie combines her professional training as a registered
pharmacist with her experience as a certified sports nutritionist
to customize plans for athletes and teams enabling them to see
transformative results. Learn more at www.kineticfuel.net.
@kineticfuel1
feedback@baseballjournal.com

RECRUITING

Approach
recruiting
process like
job search
BY
WAYNE
MAzzONI

P

arents today likely never
went through the recruiting process when they
were in high school and
thus often are left in the
dark when it comes to helping their
kids play baseball in college. They
wind up getting bits and pieces of
information from various sources and
muddle through this confusing time.
So, to put it more into perspective,
parents are well served to think about
the recruiting process like a job search.
The job search, like recruiting, has
three major steps.
The first part in any job search is to
decide what kind of work you would
like to do and in the general area you
would like to do it. Your choices or
options could be as far-reaching as a finance job in New York City to teaching
English in a foreign country. There, of
course, is no right or wrong answer on
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what kind of work you want to do, only
what is right for that particular person.
The same can be said for the college
search. There are thousands of colleges
spread out across out the country, many
offering very different experiences. The
only way to get an idea of the type of
schools that might be a fit is to visit
campuses and see what your gut says.
UConn, for example, is a wonderful
school — a great choice both academically and athletically. But personally it
would not be near the top of my choices
only because I prefer smaller campuses
(I attended Gettysburg).
To figure out a career for those
unsure, the best way is to interview
people in those careers or job-shadow
to see what the work is like. The same
goes for campus visits. You could read
books about jobs/colleges or even
search online, but nothing replicates
actually being on site.

Once you have an idea of what
type of work you want (marketing,
in the Providence area for example)
or what schools you like (5-10K size,
New England area, highly competitive
academics, Division 1 or 2 baseball, for
example), a list of appropriate places
will emerge, leading you to Step 2 in
the process.
In both cases, there is an easy/lazy
method that is unlikely to work. In the
world of work, you could simply look
for job openings in help wanted ads or
blast out your résumé. While this may
produce some traction, it is unlikely
to land you the ideal job. In recruiting,
you simply could post your information on some recruiting website, assuming that us college coaches come
to work each day, log on to recruiting
sites and find our players. We wish.
Both the job search and recruiting
are hard work. The job search requires

Free digital subscription at baseballjournal.com/free

BAYLISS ON BASEBALL

Gut check with Justin Blood

H

onest self-assessment is
one of the hardest things
to do … for anyone.
If you asked all of the
high school baseball players across the country where they want
to play their college ball, I bet 80 percent
of them would name a school
at the Division 1 level. Here’s
the problem, though, according to scholarshipstats.com,
the actual percentage is more
like 2.7 percent.
Looking back to my time
as a high school athlete,
there’s no doubt that I fell
into this very same category
JONAH
of player. Back then, USC,
Arizona State, Miami, LSU
and Florida ruled the rankings. But that didn’t matter to me, those
were the places I dreamed of playing. Of
course, as fate would have it, I ended up at
little ol’ Trinity College just down the road
from many of us here in New England.
Did I fail? Was I proving to myself
that I wasn’t as good as I thought I was?
Absolutely not!!
It just happened to be where I ended
up, and that’s how it will go for many
of you. For myriad reasons, you will
end up at a particular school to play
baseball and chances are it will not be

your dream school. I’m here to tell you:
That’s OK!
Today, part of my job is not dreaming
of where I’d like to play college ball, but
helping my athletes figure out where
THEY would like to play, and more
importantly many times, WHERE they
can play. It is a very hard
process and oftentimes one
filled with “gut-checking”
feedback.
So what makes a Division
1 athlete? To help me, my
athletes and you readers further understand everything
that goes into the recruiting
and decision-making at the
highest level of collegiate
baseball, I sat down with
Hartford Hawks head coach
Justin Blood to get some answers.
Coach Blood is doing some amazing
things over there at Hartford, including
40 America East All-Conference players
over his tenure to name one. With that
in mind, I figured he’d be an exceptional
resource for all of us striving to that
level. After all, who better to shed some
light on the recruiting scene here in
New England than someone who played
at Franklin Pierce and has coached at
UConn and Hartford?
If you, your son or a player of yours is

BAYLISS

informational interviewing, networking
and, likely best of all, getting referrals
to open doors. Some fields require a
sample/portfolio of your work to see
if you have what it takes to do the job.
Recruiting is the same. To have the
decision-makers (the coaches) evaluate you, they have to see you play live
or on video, or, better yet, if they hear
about you from a trusted person, you
will move above the rest of the crowd
trying to get their attention.
And just as it might take a variety of
steps to get a job offer from a company
(referral from a friend, meet that referral,
interview for the job, return for a second
interview, etc.). It might take a combination of things to get a college coach interested. It might take your high school
coach to email or call the college coach
to tell him about you and then you send
a video, but then it might also take two
or three times for the coach to see you

in person to decide if you are a good fit
for his program.
Now the people who conduct their
job searches the right way and are excellent candidates likely will soon wind
up having several offers as a reward for
their hard work and skills. And while
it seems like a great problem to have,
getting four job offers over a two-week
span can be stressful, trying to make
the right/best choice. The same can be
said for recruiting. You might first hope
that any college likes you when you
start out, but by being a good player
and handling recruiting the right way,
you potentially might have as many as
10 schools interested in you.
In a job search, you would find out
such things as salary, benefits, travel,
chance for advancement, your direct
boss, commute, dress code, projects
you will be on, etc., before choosing
where you think will be the best fit.

It is hard to know how and when
you will progress, so it becomes
vitally important to keep an eye
on your overall goal or dream.
looking for answers, listen to the full interview. It is a quick 15-minute session
but densely filled with great insight.
Coach Blood is extremely generous to
jump on the line, peel back the curtain
and offer us a glimpse into his world.
So, am I telling you to quit on your
Division 1 dreams? Absolutely not! If you
listen closely to one of Coach Blood’s
messages, he talks about differing maturity rates of athletes. It is hard to know
how and when you will progress, so it
becomes vitally important to keep an eye
on your overall goal or dream.
Things didn’t work out for me the
way I wanted them to when I was in

HEAR MORE

To hear the interview
between Jonah Bayliss
and Hartford coach
Justin Blood, visit:
 goo.gl/cLRmx4

It might take a
combination of
things to get
a college coach
interested.
Same for recruiting. You need to see
what each school has in terms of facilities, coaching staffs, players on the
team, academic offerings, food, dorms,
career placement, and many other
factors, especially including the cost
of the school. No one school, or job,
is perfect, but rather it is what is the
best choice is for you. Generally, when
your list of schools shrinks as you learn
more, you then can do a more comprehensive visit and make a gut decision

high school. Arizona State never came
calling. However, by adopting the
mentality that it’s not where you are but
what you do when you are there, I was
able to realize a much bigger dream.
For all you out there looking to take
the “easy way” into collegiate athletics,
fencing currently is offering the highest
percentage of high school-turned-college athlete percentage at 29.7 percent.
To all you dreamers and go-getters,
never stop, dream on, push, push, push.
The fight is never over until you say it is.
Best of luck, and train harder today!
Jonah Bayliss, a native of Williamstown, Mass., was drafted
in the seventh round out of Trinity College by the Kansas
City Royals in 2002 and made 61 major-league appearances
over parts of three seasons with the Royals and Pirates. He
is the founder of Persean Baseball Development in Adams,
Mass. For more information, visit perseanperformance.com.
@PerseanPerform
feedback@baseballjournal.com

on which place you feel most at home.
Finally, while there are course corrections for a bad job or a bad college
choice, I believe that it is easier to
change jobs (at least early in your career) as compared to a college. In work,
you can simply find a better job and
start right away if you don’t like your
current situation. But from a recruiting perspective, if you want to transfer,
there is a host of hoops you have to
jump through on both the academic
and athletic side, which can make the
process quite frustrating and difficult.
So, do your homework on schools,
be yourself, practice and play your butt
off, and you should be just fine.
Wayne Mazzoni is the pitching coach at Sacred Heart. Check
out his GAMECRAFT program at CoachMazzBaseball.com.
@CoachMazz
feedback@baseballjournal.com
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THE VOLUNTEER COACH

What has coaching taught you?

S

o, you’ve decided to be a volunteer coach
in 2017.
You thought about it for weeks: Can
I make it work … with work? Does my kid
want me to coach? Should I even ask him?
He just kind of grunts at me. Can I handle the tantrums, name calling and the sophomoric behavior … of
the parents?
It was a big decision, but
you made it. You chose the
clipboard over the lawn chair,
and there is no turning back. If
you go to your league’s website,
there you are listed for all of
the baseball world (well, your
town, at least) to see. You are a
volunteer coach.
CHRIS
To be called a coach, you are
taking on an awesome responsibility. You are guaranteeing that
those 12 players will remember you for decades. You will
have an impact on their lives. It’s up to you to make sure
it’s a positive one. How do you want to be remembered?
Now, whether you are coaching for the first time or
you have your equipment bag still in the trunk from
last year, the start of the season always is special. Every season, team, game, inning and pitch is a learning
experience. In my time as a volunteer coach, here is
what I have learned so far:
1. It’s not about you or me.
2. Good coaches get all players into the game and
feeling connected to the team.
3. Rewarding effort over talent benefits every player
on the team.
4. It’s never a bad swing if you learn from it.
5. Striving for mastery produces better results than
simply striving to win.
6. Staying positive is harder than always harping
on the negative.
7. The harder way is typically the right way.
8. Games are for the players; practices are for the
coaches.
9. Don’t call the mental game “mental.” Kids don’t
like that.
10. The teams that can control their thoughts typically win more.
11. As soon as players say they have to go to the
field, you’ve lost them.

FAY

Harvard
Continued from Page 15

game, but it really changed for me when
I couldn’t play,” Ellis said. “The resultsfocused mindset that everyone has in this
sport is great; it’s what you need. But you
can also appreciate the game, where it’s taken you. You can be process-oriented, too.”
Petherick, Ellis’ high school coach,
never had a doubt that Ellis’ baseball
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12. Players who get to go the field will want to
come back tomorrow and will stick to the game longer.
13. Sports provide an endless procession of teachable life lessons.
14. But it’s up to the coach to point them out.
15. Parents simply want what is best for their child.
16. They often, however, lose sight of the big picture and their intentions can be counterproductive.
17. Playing the game the right way beats winning.
18. Be consistent.
19. Teach your players to play the game free of fear.
20. Swag is far less important than you think.
21. Umpires are the only people you reschedule
a game for if they don’t show up. They are important
and should be treated that way.
22. Coaches don’t like parents coaching from the
stands; umps don’t like coaches umping from the dugout.
23. Screaming “Relax!” doesn’t work.
24. Screaming “Don’t strike out!” also doesn’t work.
25. Respect not just the rules but the spirit of the
rules.
26. Your team will take on your persona and imitate you. Model the behaviors you want your team to
emulate.
27. The game is won and lost between the ears …
28. … which means you need to practice this part of
the game to be good at it.
29. The most important pitch of the game is the
next pitch.
30. Understanding that you can only control the
controllables decreases anxiety and increases confidence.
31. If you don’t want the ball hit to you, it will be hit
to you.
32. Criticize in private, praise in public.
33. Communicate early and often what your goals
are for the season, and include the parents.
34. Establish a team culture that players want to be
a part of each year.
35. Culture eats strategy for breakfast.
36. What gets rewarded gets repeated.
37. Don’t play circus ball (aka, let’s get into a rundown on every single play and cause mass hysteria.
Sure it may work at the youth level … for now. Prepare
them to play the game the right way.)

journey would end on the player’s terms
— even during Ellis’ transfer from Bowdoin while he was nursing a devastating
knee injury and had yet to make contact
with the Harvard coach. Petherick remembered Ellis as someone who played
every inning of every game for four seasons at Milton Academy and earned captain votes after his freshman season.
“Josh has an unbridled love for playing
and competing, which you can see when
he plays,” Petherick said. “I had zero doubt
he would come back even stronger.”
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28. It’s really, really not about you.
29. Kids are not just little adults.
30. The best pitch in baseball is a strike.
31. Ortiz will play at some point in 2017 (I thought
I’d sneak that in there).
32. I don’t care about your record. Nor should you.
33. However, you should care about how many of
your players return to the field after this season.
34. What you put into the season is what you (and
your players) get out of it.
35. Practice good habits regardless of the score.
36. 3 out of 10 is a great batting average.
37. 3 out of 10 players who play Little League never
make it to the Big Diamond. That’s our fault.
38. You don’t have to get on a plane or stay in a
hotel to find good baseball.
39. The player who looks at his parents after every
swing/pitch is playing with unnecessary pressure.
40. Baseball is the greatest game in the world; it’s
also really, really hard.
41. The ump says, “Let’s play ball!” Not “Let’s get
stressed!”
42. A practice without preparation is doomed to fail.
43. The pace of the game needs to pick up at all
levels.
44. Kids don’t care what you have to say, until they
know you care.
45. Body language and tone are more important
than what you are actually saying.
46. Success is due to effort — not talent — and our
players should hear this often.
47. Baseball needs volunteers and coaches like you.
48. Finally, I’ve learned the best way to grow as a
coach is to learn from other coaches like you. So, what
has baseball taught you? Send me your own thoughts
at chris_fay@positivecoach.org.
Chris Fay played collegiate baseball at Gettysburg College and also served as an
assistant coach at Newbury College from 2007 to 2009. Chris recently joined
Positive Coaching Alliance (PCA) – New England, which works with parents,
coaches, players, youth organizations and universities to help change the culture
of youth sports. He currently is the commissioner of Wayland Little League’s
Instructional League program. Chris lives in Wayland with his wife, Gina, and their
three children.
feedback@baseballjournal.com

Ellis never closed the door on playing
baseball either — even though he didn’t
contact Decker before transferring. Ellis made sure that each of the transfer
schools to which he applied was a New
England school with a baseball program,
knowing first he would relearn to walk,
then run, then play baseball.
“When I was going through my rehab, I had to be more grounded in what
I needed to accomplish every day,” Ellis
said. “During that time, I chatted with
the guys on the team. ‘What brought

you here to this school to play baseball?’
I wanted to hear every single player’s
story because that gave me a better appreciation for being a part of this team.
In order to be the best baseball player
I can be, I have to be the best person I
can be. I’m loving every minute of this
experience, and it has given me a great
perspective.”
@Dan_Guttenplan
dguttenplan@baseballjournal�com
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Team Israel
Continued from Page 10

“From the Mediterranean to the Dead,
the Western Wall to graffiti wall, Masada
to sabbaba, what a trip.”
Expounding on Fuld’s thoughts, Lavarnway said: “My family and friends
have all asked me what the highlights
were. and it’s so hard to pinpoint. Every
day was so jam-packed full of what could
have been the highlight of the trip.
“We went down to the Dead Sea,
which was a great experience. We hiked
Masada and learned about its history. We
had dinner in a bedouin tent followed by
drum circles. We got to explore the old
city of Jerusalem and learned about all
of its history and significance to not just
Judaism but also Christianity and Islam.
We went to the Western Wall on Chabad
and to the Church of the Holy Sepulchre.
We explored Tel Aviv. And lastly, we got
to meet with a lot of young players in Israel and practice with them, and also got
to dedicate and break ground on a new

baseball facility there in Bet Shemesh.
Every day was just surreal.”
For Lavarnway, the decision to join
Team Israel was an easy one.
“I’m Jewish, so is my mother, my wife
and her whole family,” he said. “So when
they were trying to put together this
team, they reached out to me and I was
so immediately excited to have the opportunity. I jumped at it. I was signed up
to play in 2012. I was in the big leagues
for the qualifier, but should they have
qualified, I would have played then as
well. This year, I was available for the
qualifier and so I played.”
Not only did Lavarnway play in all
three games during the 2016 qualifier,
but he also dominated both at and behind the plate. In total, he accrued five
hits, reached base seven times in 14 atbats and also slugged a key two-run
homer in the deciding third game.
“Anytime you have the ability to contribute and you come though, it’s a great
feeling,” he said. “This in particular was
particularly satisfying, though.”
At the professional level, it hasn’t
been an easy past couple of years for

#DroppinHick
www.oldhickorybats.com

Lavarnway since he was designated for
assignment by the Red Sox in November
2014. He’s since spent most of his time
in the minors for Baltimore, Atlanta and
Toronto, and now is signed to a minorleague contract with Oakland with an invitation to the big-league camp in spring
training after the WBC.
In the meantime, his play for Team Israel has reminded him why he loves the
sport so much.
“I’ve been up and down from the minor leagues a lot,” he said. “In the minors, it’s not a secret that winning is not
a priority. It’s about player development
and getting the players ready to help the
major-league team win. But on the World
Baseball Classic team, everybody is pulling in the same direction on the same
rope and the only thing that matters is
winning. That brought baseball back to
its purest form for me. You play to win
the game. That was very special for all
of us.”
Lavarnway was hesitant to make any
predictions about Team Israel’s chances
in March beyond emphasizing his fondness for the squad.

“I like our club,” he said. “We’re all going with the intention of winning some
games and at the very least advancing
to the Tokyo stage (of the tournament). I
think it’s really important for us to represent ourselves and our community well
and to represent the people of Israel to
the best of our abilities.”
Josh Zeid, however, was less restrained on his thoughts about how well
Team Israel might fare.
“You can never go into a tournament
without confidence or else there is zero
chance of a positive outcome,” Zeid recently told HardballScoop.com. “I do believe we have a chance, because we will
have 8-10 guys with major-league experience and a lot of other players who have
played in Double A and Triple A. That
amount of experience will be hugely
beneficial, but it’ll still be a challenge too
because our bracket is very, very talented. It’ll be lots of fun, and we can’t wait to
get out there and see what we have.”
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Hangin’ out with …
Brendan king
At school, what is your typical day like? “In the fall, there are more
early mornings than in the spring. We have 6-7 a.m. conditioning, and if
not, I’ll just wake up for class and just go about my day, then go to practice
in the afternoon after class. If it’s a day we’re lifting, I’ll get to the weight
room after that. If not, then I’ll just go back to the house I rent with two
other teammates and we usually do homework around the kitchen table,
maybe watch some TV, and then go to bed and do it again tomorrow. In
the spring, mornings are more laid back, so you just have to be up for class.
In the middle of the week, I usually try to get a lift in. If we have a game
that day, try to show up to the field a little early to get my throwing in
before batting practice. After that, it’s the same deal as in the fall.”
How did you become interested in math? And, is there a
favorite class you’ve taken at Holy Cross? “My first semester of college, I had a really good calculus professor, who really
encouraged me to pursue math further. I had to take my
history requirement this past fall, so I took a class about
Lincoln which was taught by Father Kuzniewski, who
actually recently passed away.”
What sold you about Holy Cross over
other schools you were considering?
Was staying local important to you? “I
looked at a few Ivy League schools, but at the
end of the day, it seemed like ‘Coach D’ (head
coach Greg DiCenzo) and the Holy Cross program was more committed to winning than
those other schools. Because of that, it seemed
like Holy Cross was the best fit for me, and staying
local was a pretty big part of the whole process.”
How much pride do you take in being a New England native
playing college baseball so close to home? “I definitely do. We
have guys from other parts of the country, so it’s not like we have that
local of a team. Being one of the more local guys, I kind of take pride in
especially playing through the weather and the less-than-optimal situations sometimes. I take pride in being tough in those situations when
people in other places might have a more pleasant situation�”
This past spring was a banner one for New England baseball
with five teams going to the NCAA tournament and Boston
College advancing to within a game of Omaha. We’ve hit on
this a little bit before, but how exciting was that to watch?
“I watched most of those games and seeing local teams do well is
awesome, especially Bryant going in with such a great record. I
think it just shows that we’re not far away and teams from this area
really have no excuse to not compete and perform anymore. Those
schools showed it. Now, we’re just one step away and have to
make that step the rest of the schools made.”
Who were some of the guys you knew? “Yeah, one
of my best friends from high school (Jake Willsey) plays at
Tulane, too, who BC knocked off. That was a tough game
for me to watch, but knowing guys on that team like
Joe Cronin and Johnny Adams, it was really cool to see
them succeed and play so well.”
>> BONUS: CONTINUES ON PAGE B11
— JOSHUA KUMMINS

Mark Seliger

key facts

Favorites

School: Holy Cross
Position: RHP | Year: Senior
Hometown: Brookline, Mass�
High school: The Rivers School
Major: Mathematics

Food: Peanut butter and banana sandwich
Restaurant: Anna’s Taqueria
TV show: “Westworld”
Musical artist/band: Bob Marley
Walk-up song: “Kingston” by Sean Kingston
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Video game: “I play a lot of NFL 2K3 at school.”
Place to vacation: Cape Cod
Part about Holy Cross: “The guys on the team. They’re
some of the best guys I’ve met in my life.”
Sport other than baseball: Football
Sports team: Boston Red Sox
Sports movie: “Blades of Glory”

MLB player: Jon Lester (current) and Pedro Martinez (past)
Non-baseball athlete: Tom Brady

Equipment
Glove: All-Star
Cleats: Adidas
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Hangin’ out with …
Holy Cross senior pitcher
Brendan King (Brookline, Mass.)
>> CONTINUED FROM PAGE 38
As you touched on, you guys at Holy Cross came so close to being a sixth
NCAA team last year, losing to Navy in the third game of the Patriot
League Championship Series. Has that loss fueled the fire? “I think it really
stuck with us, especially losing a one-run game like that. It’s not easy to get over, and
I still don’t think most of us are over it. We should have a competitive team again this
year. I don’t think guys forget that, but I think we’ll be able to move on in time that
we can put that in the rear view and perform to our best ability in the spring.”
You mention Jon Lester as a favorite, but are there other guys in Major
League Baseball you like to model yourself after or just like to watch?
“I like to watch Kyle Hendricks, especially since he played in New England (at
Dartmouth). He’s a great story for the Cubs, and I love the way he pitches without
overpowering anyone. He does it with location and movement, and I just think it’s
impressive to see someone pitch like that at such a high level.”
Would you describe yourself as a pitcher in a similar way? “I definitely don’t
have the type of movement he has, but I definitely try to pitch to locations, keep guys
off-balance with a good mix, and try to outsmart the hitter without overthinking it.”
You’re one of the anchors for what is a pretty deep pitching staff at Holy
Cross. How much do you think having such experience and depth helps
give the rest of the team confidence? “We lost a few guys in our lineup and a
senior pitcher (Sean Gustin) who had been good for us over the years. Not only freshmen, I think there are a bunch of sophomores who are ready to step up who were
kind of stuck behind those guys. Opening up those spots, we’re not happy we lost
those guys but the guys who weren’t in starting roles last year really made big jumps.
The guys who were there continue to do what they’d been doing, so I think we’re in a
good position heading into this year.”
Is that what you see as the biggest strength this year? Who are some of
the guys you say you expect to make that jump? “We return a bunch of guys,
and I could see all of us contributing this year. I think our three sophomores — Danny
Barlok, Declan Cronin and Pat McGowan — all made big strides from where they
were last year and are ready to step into some big-time roles this spring.”
What is it like to play for “Coach D”? “‘Coach D’ brings a ton of intensity to
the game. Coming out flat or not competing is just completely unacceptable in our
program, and that’s sort of the standard that’s been set. Especially being with him for
four years, you buy in a little bit more each year. Having a big senior class, so many
guys bought into that philosophy. We should have a team that competes every night
and always puts itself in a good position to win.”
How exciting has it been to be around a program that has produced
quite a few professional players in recent years? “In high school, one of D’s
big selling points is that Holy Cross is a great place to go if you want to play professional baseball. With the guys who do make that next step, you just notice the way
they go about their work every day and how dedicated they are and that you
need to take those steps if you want to ultimately end up where they’re
ending up.”
How cool was it to see Nick Lovullo get drafted by the
Red Sox of all teams? And do you still keep in touch
with those guys? “After his junior

year, he got picked by them, but he was committed enough to us that he wanted to
come back and try to win the conference one more time. Unfortunately, it didn’t work
out. Nick’s from California, so he doesn’t come back too much, but a lot of those guys
come back to campus and they’re great resources for us, too.”
You had Nick’s dad (Arizona Diamondbacks manager and former Red Sox
coach Torey Lovullo) around the program some too, right? “He definitely
wasn’t overbearing and didn’t try to undermine our coaching in any way. He was
there, and was honestly just like any other parent. He’d just be like, ‘Oh, hey, good
game’ and didn’t try to have too big an influence. He was just a great, supportive guy
to have around.”
Playing summer baseball is a hallmark experience for guys in this area,
and there is no better place to spend it than on the Cape. What was your
time in Falmouth this past summer like? “I had a great time in Falmouth. Not
only was the competition in the league great, but also the guys on our team were just
great guys and we had fun when we showed up to the field every day. Sometimes
in summer ball, you see guys get homesick and stop committing to the team as the
year goes on, but everyone on our team was committed the whole way. That just
made it an absolute pleasure to play there. Playing against that competition and with
that type of scouting was exciting every night. There was never a night where people
showed up flat, didn’t want to play or didn’t want to be there. Everyone was fully
bought in for every game in the season, and I think that’s why we put ourselves in a
position where we could have won the league.”
Is that exposure the biggest thing you take away from the on-field
experience, especially in preparing you for senior year and whatever
professional baseball may follow? “Yeah, I think that’s a big takeaway, but I
think also playing that level of competition and that level of athlete is something
that’s something that will be important moving forward. You need to have a higher
attention to detail in order to get those guys out, and in taking what you learn there
and bringing it into the college season.”
Do you still keep in touch with that team? And on a more general note,
how special was the local crop the Cape League had performing so well
this year? “We have a team group text where guys will just send messages around
the holidays, and sometimes someone will send a funny picture or something like
that. That’s how we keep in touch. It was definitely special having New England guys
out there. It was good to see familiar faces after games with all those guys from Texas,
California and Florida I’d never heard of before.”
You had two vastly different summers before spending the last with
Falmouth. What were the biggest takeaways from each? “I had a pretty
bad freshman year. I didn’t perform very well and only threw seven innings, so it was
huge for me to get to play (with the Brockton Rox) in the Futures League that summer
and just get some work under my belt. It really helped me get prepared to go in the
fall and try to prove myself at school. The next summer, I played in the California Collegiate League and that was a really valuable experience. Even in the Futures League,
I knew a lot of the guys because I played against them in high school. In California,
there were all these guys from California and Texas I’d never heard of before, so it
was sort of a different style of baseball where I had to adapt. It seemed like there
was more speed out there, more singles hitters. Getting used to that style helped me
going forward.”
— JOSHUA KUMMINS

Holy Cross Athletics
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